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Lasers find a wide range of applications in many areas including photo-biology, 
photo-chemistry, materials processing, imaging and telecommunications. However, 
the practical use of such sources is often limited by the bulky nature of existing 
systems. By fabricating channel waveguides in solid-state laser-gain materials more 
compact laser systems can be designed and fabricated, providing user-friendly 
sources. Other advantages inherent in the use of waveguide gain media include the 
maintenance of high intensities over extended interaction lengths, reducing laser 
thresholds. 
 
This thesis presents the development of Yb:tungstate lasers operating around 1µm in 
waveguide geometries. An Yb:KY(WO4)2 planar waveguide laser grown by liquid 
phase epitaxy is demonstrated with output powers up to 190 mW and 76 % slope 
efficiency. This is similar to the performance from bulk lasers but in a very compact 
design. Excellent thresholds of only 40 mW absorbed pump power are realised. The 
propagation loss is found to be less than 0.1 dBcm-1 and Q-switched operation is also 
demonstrated. 
 
Channel waveguides are fabricated in Yb:KGd(WO4)2 and Yb:KY(WO4)2 using 
ultrafast laser inscription. Several of these waveguides lase in compact monolithic 
cavities. A maximum output power of 18.6 mW is observed, with a propagation loss 
of ~2 dBcm-1. By using a variety of writing conditions the optimum writing pulse 
energy is identified. Micro-spectroscopy experiments are performed to enable a fuller 
understanding of the induced crystal modification. Observations include frequency 
shifts of Raman lines which are attributed to densification of WO2W bonds in the 
crystal. 
 
Yb:tungstate lasers can generate ultrashort pulses and some preliminary work is done 
to investigate the use of quantum dot devices as saturable absorbers. These are shown 
to have reduced saturation fluence compared to quantum well devices, making them 
particularly suitable for future integration with Yb:tungstate waveguides for the 
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Just sitting here in contemplation 
Aging slowly, measured and unseen, 
While mind and time both race ahead 
Far from those places I have been 
 
Our fleeting life goes by so fast 
Like an arrow’s murderous flight 
Straight and true, unerringly 
Toward the target in its sight 
 
Or like a comet in the night 
Streaking through the starry sky, 
Furiously, at breakneck speed 
Before its fading light must die 
 
Neither turning nor yet slowing 
It seeks always to find its mark 
Ever on, by fire consumed, 
Towards a future stark and dark 
 
And like that comet, so are we 
However much we speed our span 
However fast to those near by 
It’s as a flash, since time began 
 
We cannot slow it, cannot turn it 
All we can is seize the day 
Cherish, hold, squeeze every moment 
Before it too must fly away 
 
For however fast we run 
Or however high we climb 
We can never long outpace 
Those slowly flowing sands of time 
 
R. B. V. Bain, June 2008 
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Glossary of Symbols 
 
||   Parallel 
α   Gain/loss co-efficient 
αdB   Gain/loss co efficient in dB 
β   Angle between a and c crystallographic axes 
δ   Round trip cavity loss 
δcoupl   Coupling loss 
δdB   Loss in dB 
δins   Insertion loss 
δlaunch   Launch efficiency 
δns   Non-saturable losses 
δprop   Propagation loss 
η   Slope efficiency 
η0   Intrinsic slope efficiency 
ηp   Pump quantum efficiency 
θ Angle, where subscripts i, r and t represent incidence, reflection 
and transmission 
θc Critical angle 
λ Wavelength, subscripts of p and l represent pump and lasing 
wavelengths respectively 
π   Pi, 3.1416 




 Second moment of a beam along x 
∆τ   Pulse duration 
τrec   Recovery time 
τrt   Round trip cavity time 
τupp   Upper state life-time 
υp   Phase velocity of light 
φ   Goos-Hänchen phase shift 
φam   Angle between a and Nm 
φcg   Angle between c and Ng 




   ith order susceptibility 
∆ω Full spectral range of cavity 
 
a, b, c   Crystallographic axes 
a   Waveguide asymmetry parameter 
aij   Thermal expansion co-efficient 
A   Single pass absorption 
b   Normalised guide index 
c   Speed of light, 2.998×10-8 ms-1 
dguide   Waveguide thickness 
e   Euler’s number, 2.718 
E   Energy, where subscript p denotes pulse energy 
E   Electric field 
∆E   Energy difference 
f   Fractional population of level 
f1(0)   Fractional population of upper lasing level 
frep   Repetition rate 
F   Represents L = 3 
F Fluence, where subscripts sat, p, pGauss and 0 represent 
saturation, pulse, Gaussian pulse and peak saturation 
respectively 
g   Degeneracy 
h Planck’s constant, 6.626×10-34 Js 
I Intensity 
J Total angular momentum 
k Wavenumber, equal to 2π/λ 
kB Boltzmann’s constant 
L   Orbital angular momentum 
L   Length 
m   Mode number 
me   Effective mass of electron 
M 2   Measure of beam quality 
nx, ny, nz  Principal quantum numbers along x, y and z 
n   Refractive index 
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neff   Effective refractive index of a waveguide 
n2   Nonlinear refractive index 
Nm, Ng, Np  Principal optical axes 
N   Population of given state 
N0(3)   Population of lower lasing level 
p   Constant which depends on pulse shape 
Pabs   Absorbed pump power 
Pabs,th   Threshold absorbed pump power 
Pi   Incident power 
Pout   Output power 
Pt_bulk   Power transmitted through bulk material 
Pt_guide   Power transmitted through waveguide 
Q   Quality of a cavity 
r   Radius of waveguide core 
rl   Normalised laser mode 
rp   Normalised pump mode 
R Reflectivity, subscripts s and pi denote sigma and pi 
polarisations 
∆R   Modulation depth 
RF   Fresnel reflection 
Rlin   Reflectivity under low light intensity 
Rns   Saturated reflectivity 
Rp   Pumping rate 
Rp,th   Threshold pumping rate 
s, p, d, f  Angular momentum quantum numbers 0, 1, 2 and 3 
S   Spin angular momentum 
S   Saturation parameter 
T   Temperature 
TF   Transmission of end facets 
Tobj   Transmission of objective 
TOC   Transmission of output coupler 
t   Time 
v   Molecular vibration, subscripts are described in text 
Vol   Volume 
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V   Normalised frequency Parameter 
w Beam waist (radius at e-2), where subscripts l and p denote 
lasing and pump modes and 0 denotes beam waist at focus 
x, y, z   Spatial co-ordinates 
X1′, X2′, X3′  Thermal expansion co-efficients in the principal system 
zR   Rayleigh range 
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Glossary of Acronyms 
 
2D   Two dimensional 
3D   Three dimensional 
at.   Atomic 
A   Monovalent alkali-metal cation 
ABCD   Matrix elements for optical ray matrix 
Al   Aluminium 
AL   Achromatic lens 
AFM   Atomic Force Microscopy 
ASE   Amplified spontaneous emission 
CCD   Charge coupled device 
CW   Continuous wave 
DBR   Distributed Bragg reflector 
DM   Dichroic mirror 
GaAs   Gallium Arsenide 
Gd   Gadolinium 
HT   High transmission 
HR   High reflector 
HWP   Half-waveplate 
IR   Infrared 
K   Potassium 
KLM   Kerr-lens mode locking 
LiF   Lithium fluoride 
Ln   Lanthanide 
LPE   Liquid phase epitaxy/epitaxially 
Lu   Lutetium 
M   Mirror 
MBE   Molecular beam epitaxy 
N.A.   Numerical aperture 
Nd   Neodymium 
O   Oxygen 
Obj   Objective 
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OC   Output coupler 
OSA   Optical spectrum analyser 
PbS   Lead sulfide 
PBS   Polarising beam-splitter 
PLD   Pulsed laser deposition 
R   Trivalent metal or rare-earth cation 
RF   Radio frequency 
SBR   Saturable Bragg reflector 
SESAM  Semiconductor saturable absorber mirror 
SF10   Fused silica prism 
SIMS   Secondary ion mass spectroscopy 
Sm   Samarium 
TE   Transverse electric field 
TEM   Transmission electron microscopy 
TEM00 Fundamental mode Gaussian beam 
Ti Titanium 
TM   Transverse magnetic field 
TSSG   Top-seeded solution growth 
QD Quantum dot 
QW Quantum well 
QWP Quarter waveplate 
ULI Ultrafast laser inscription/inscribed 
W Tungsten 
(WO4)2 Double tungstate 
Y Yttrium 
YAG Yttrium aluminium garnet 
Yb Ytterbium 
YVO4 Yttrium vanadate 
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So what you like, let you decide 
And don’t let fashions fetter 
It matters not if it is new 
It matters if it’s better 
 
And disregard the taunts and barbs 
Of ‘It’s been done before’ 
For so have life and sex and love 
Yet still we do them more 
 
From Convention, R. B. V. Bain, March 2008 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction and Background 
 
1.1 Half a Century of the Laser 
 
Fifty years have passed since the first demonstration of the laser by Maiman in 1960 
[1], and during this time the world has been transformed by the advances that this 
light source, which was once described as a “solution waiting for a problem” [2], has 
brought. As a coherent light source it has wide-ranging relevance to various 
applications; for example in the fields of holography [3] and interferometry [4], where 
lasers have been used in CD players [5, 6], lithography [7], optical sensing [8] and 
LIDAR [9]. A further property of interference is that, given a large enough 
bandwidth,  ultrashort  pulses  can  be  generated  and  pulses  as  short  as  6.5 fs 
(6.5×10-15 s) have now been produced directly from a laser [10]. The creation of 
broadband, ultrashort pulses has revolutionised many disciplines, from photo-biology, 
photo-chemistry [11-15] and medicine [16-18] to materials processing [19, 20] and 
telecommunications [21]. However, few of these applications have made use of the 
ruby laser, which was the laser initially built by Maiman. All of these various exciting 
techniques have relied on the steady but intensive efforts of researchers over the past 
five decades to vary the properties of available lasers; both in terms of fundamental 
physical aspects, such as available wavelength [22-28], efficiency [29, 30], output 
power [31-33], threshold [34, 35], pulse duration [10, 36-39], pulse energy [40] and 
repetition rate [41]; and also with regard to design, as more compact laser sources are 
inherently lighter, more practical and user-friendly [42, 43]. 
 
The aim of the research described in this thesis has been the development of compact 
and efficient lasers at wavelengths around 1 µm. Ytterbium-doped crystalline 
materials have been chosen as gain media due to their excellent material and 
spectroscopic properties, which have previously been shown to lase in a bulk 
geometry with excellent efficiencies and to be capable of producing ultrashort pulses 
[44]. Their high absorption and emission cross sections also make them suitable for 
the creation of compact sources, as only short crystal lengths are necessary. A further 
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goal of this work was the fabrication and lasing of waveguides based on these 
materials which enable ultracompact monolithic cavities with relatively low 
thresholds to be constructed. 
 
The topics investigated in this thesis are all now introduced, beginning with a 
discussion of the ytterbium ion and its suitability as a dopant for producing ultrashort 
pulses with a wavelength around 1 µm. Of equal importance to the chosen dopant is 
the host crystal, and details of the hosts explored during these experiments are also 
presented. This topic leads on to a description of the quasi-three-level laser, which is 
followed by a brief review of continuous wave (CW), Q-switched and mode-locked 
regimes. Finally the theory of optical waveguides and their applications to laser 
design are discussed briefly together with some fabrication techniques, and a synopsis 
of the remaining thesis is presented. 
 
1.2 The Ytterbium Ion 
 
Ytterbium is a rare-earth lanthanide element, generally found as the trivalent cation 
Yb3+. It was discovered in 1878 [45] and first used as an ion for a laser transition in 
1965 [25]. However, its potential as a laser ion was largely ignored until a suitable 
diode pump became available in 1990 [46]. Ytterbium’s electron configuration is 
described by [Xe] 6s2 4f14, with two valence electrons in the 6s orbital and one in the 
4f orbital, while its cation has an ionic radius of 87 pm and the electron configuration 
[Xe] 4f13. This means it lacks one electron to complete its valence shell. The 4f sub-
shell is shielded by the complete 5s and 5p sub-shells.  
 
The 13 electrons in the outer sub-shell, 4f, of Yb3+ consist of six pairs of electrons in 
six of the orbitals, plus one final unpaired electron in the seventh orbital. Thus the 
total spin angular momentum, S, is a half. Multiplicity is given by 2S+1 [47] and 
consequently the multiplicity of Yb3+ is 2, giving rise to a doublet term. The total 
orbital angular momentum, L, is 3. The total angular momentum, J, combines the 
electrons’ orbital and spin angular momenta by considering their relative orientations. 
The values of J are given by the series J = L + S, L + S - 1, …|L - S| [48], and thus for 
Yb3+ there are only two possible values of J: 7/2 or 5/2. Accordingly, the two energy 
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levels of the ytterbium ion are given by the terms 2F7/2 and 2F5/2, where terms are 
written in the standard form 2S+1LJ, and L = 3 is represented by the symbol F. 
According to Hund’s third selection rule, if the outer shell is over half-full then the 
lowest energy level has the highest total angular momentum [49]. Therefore 2F7/2 is 
the ground state of Yb3+ whilst 2F5/2 is the excited state, and these are separated by 
approximately 10000 cm-1 [50] (the precise value will depend upon the ion’s host). A 
material containing Yb ions will thus absorb and emit around 1 micron.  
 
The ytterbium ion is therefore described by a simple two-level system, and the 
absence of other energy levels is advantageous for lasing as losses due to excited state 
absorption, upconversion and concentration quenching are removed even at higher 
doping levels [51, 52]. Other advantages of ytterbium when used as the active laser 
ion include: strong absorption and emission cross sections particularly in the double 
tungstate hosts; strong absorption around 980 nm making it highly suitable for diode 
pumping with readily available InGaAs laser diodes; a small Stokes shift which leads 
to high slope efficiencies; and inhomogeneous broadening in many hosts which 
provides a broad emission bandwidth suitable for femtosecond pulse generation. 
 
These points outline the attractiveness of Yb3+ as an active laser ion, and particularly 
the suitability of this ion for creating compact and efficient lasers. There are numerous 
examples of lasing from various Yb-doped materials in the literature, with many 
reporting excellent efficiencies and ultrashort pulses [53-67]. Additional benefits can 
include using ytterbium as a sensitizer for many other rare-earth ions [57, 68, 69]. 
 
1.3 Double Tungstates as Laser Hosts 
 
Equally important to the choice of ion when developing a good laser material is the 
choice of a suitable host. In this thesis crystalline hosts have been chosen. Although 
more expensive to fabricate than glasses, the advantages of crystals in terms of 
strength, homogeneity, thermal conductivity and large cross sections – leading to 
lower thresholds – can more than outweigh the greater cost. Furthermore, with the 
correct choice of host, it is possible to obtain broad and smooth emission bandwidths 
that are almost glass-like in appearance. 
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Double tungstates were chosen as hosts in this experimental work. These are a group 
of crystals with the formula AIRIII(WO4)2, where A is a monovalent alkali-metal 
cation, and R is a trivalent metal or rare-earth cation. They are biaxial crystals, with 
strong χ(2) and χ(3) nonlinearies, making them suitable for second harmonic generation 
and stimulated Raman scattering applications [70]. They also provide broad emission 
bandwidths making them suitable hosts for the generation of ultrashort pulses. 
KGd(WO4)2 (KGdW), KY(WO4)2 (KYW) and KLu(WO4)2 (KLuW) are the double 
tungstates which have attracted most attention as crystalline laser host materials [56, 
57, 65, 67, 71] . 
 
Two of these double tungstates are used as host materials in this thesis – KGdW and 
KYW – and these have all been grown by our collaborators in Minsk, Belarus1 using a 
modified Czochralski method [72]. This technique (also known as the top-seeded 
solution growth (TSSG)) consists of melting the constituents of the crystal into a 
crucible at a high temperature, above the saturation temperature. The melt can be left 
for several hours or days to ensure homogeneity and good optical quality of the 
crystal. The melt is then gradually cooled to the saturation temperature. A seed crystal 
is then introduced and crystal growth begins, with an orientation matching that of the 
seed. As growth continues the crystal is slowly rotated and pulled from the melt. 
Meanwhile the melt is gradually cooled to ensure the solution remains supersaturated. 
For growth of Yb:KGdW and Yb:KYW the K2W2O7 solvent is generally chosen [73] 
or K2WO4 [70] can alternatively be used. 
 
1.3.1 Double Tungstate Crystal Structure 
 
Both KGdW and KYW are monoclinic crystals which can be described either by the 
C2/c space group, or the I2/c space group. In crystallography C2/c notation is 
generally preferred, however the parameters associated with I2/c space group are 
those used throughout this thesis. This is due to these parameters comparing well with 
the morphology of the crystals. Most of the data presented, such as absorption and 
emission spectra and pump and lasing polarisations correspond to the crystallographic 
                                                 
1
 S. V. Kurilchick, V. E. Kisel, N. V. Kuleshov, Research Institute for Optical Materials and 
Technologies, Belarus National Technical University, 65 Nezavistimosti Ave., 220013 Minsk, Belarus 
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axes as defined for the I2/c space group. However, it is possible to convert between 










where * represents the C2/c notation. A diagram illustrating this is shown in fig. 1.1. 
The unit cell parameters are quoted many times in the literature, and typical values are 
shown in table 1.1 where good agreement can be seen between the various sources. 
 
a





Fig. 1.1. Relative orientations of crystallographic a, b and c axes in different space group notations. 
 
 Unit cell parameters Reference 
a (nm) b (nm) c (nm) β (°)  
0.8095 1.043 0.7588 94 [57] 
0.8098 1.0417 0.7583 94.43 [74] as quoted in [75] 
0.8084 1.0374 0.7582 94.41 [75] 
0.8122 1.0426 0.7587 94.06 [76] 





1.0652 1.0374 0.7582 130.80 [75] 
a (nm) b (nm) c (nm) β (°)  
0.805 1.035 0.754 94 [57, 77] 
a* (nm) b* (nm) c* (nm) β* (°)  KY
W
 
1.064 1.035 0.754 130.5 [77, 78] 
 
Table 1.1. Unit cell parameters for KGdW and KYW single crystals, as quoted in literature. 
β β 
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The potassium, gadolinium and yttrium atoms occupy 4e Wyckoff positions, whilst 
tungsten and oxygen occupy 8f Wyckoff positions. More data regarding the atomic 
co-ordinates of the specific atoms can be found in [75]. The crystallographic structure 
of KGdW is shown in fig. 1.2. KYW’s structure is identical except that yttrium 
replaces the gadolinium. When doping with a lanthanide, the trivalent metal is 
replaced with the active doping ion, and so for ytterbium doping the ytterbium ion 
replaces the gadolinium or yttrium. The ionic radii of these cations are [79]: 
 
Gd3+: 93.8 pm 
Y3+: 90.0 pm 
Yb3+: 86.8 pm 
 





Fig. 1.2. Image illustrating the crystal structure of KYW/KGdW. When doping with ytterbium, the Yb 
ion replaces the yttrium or gadolinium. Image was drawn using in Diamond using data from [75]. 
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1.3.2 Thermal Properties 
 
The thermal expansion co-efficients in the principal system, X1′, X2′, X3′, for KGdW 
[75] and KYW [80], together with the orientation of these vectors are shown below: 
 
 KGdW KYW 
( ) 6
10.64 0 0









 K-1 ( ) 6
11.0 0 0
























Fig. 1.3. Axes of thermal expansion co-efficients relative to crystallographic axes for (a) KGdW and 
(b) KYW. 
 
Clearly the largest expansion is close to the crystallographic a axis, whilst the b axis 
experiences considerably less thermal expansion. The thermal conductivity of these 
crystals is relatively low, at only around 3 Wm-1K-1 [81]. However, the low quantum 
defect in these crystals when doped with Yb3+ helps to circumvent this problem. 
 
1.3.3 Optical Properties 
 
The double tungstates are characterised by relatively high refractive indices of 
around 2. They are also highly anisotropic due to their large crystal anisotropy with 
three principal optical axes, Nm, Ng and Np, which have refractive indices of nm, ng 
and np respectively. A range of values for these important parameters exist in the 
literature and a summary of these results are given in table 1.2 where the orientation 
of angles φcg and φam are shown in fig. 1.4. As KYW, KGdW and KYbW are 
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isostructural the refractive index increase of KYW and KGdW is linear with Yb3+ 








λ (nm) 1060 532 1546 532 1060 1546 1064 632.8 
ng 2.033 2.1091 2.0385 2.1187 2.0610 2.0514 2.0507 2.12 
nm 1.986 2.0686 2.0028 2.0627 2.0103 1.9819 2.0065 2.06 
np 1.937 2.0352 1.9741 2.0307 1.9819 1.9718 1.9688 2.03 
φcg 20° 19.3° 21.5° 17.5° 19° 
φam 24° 15.3° 17.1° 13.5° 16° 
 








Fig. 1.4. Orientation of principal optical axes of double tungstates. 
 
The nonlinear refractive index, n2, is very important in a laser crystal. It can 
sometimes be detrimental to lasing performance, by causing optical breakdown and 
limiting the available output power, but it can also be advantageous as it is necessary 
for ultrashort pulse generation using Kerr-lens mode locking (KLM).  Values for n2 
are notoriously difficult to determine and contain large errors in their stated value. 
Nonetheless it is agreed that the double tungstates are characterised by relatively large 
values of n2 where Yb:KGdW has been quoted to have an n2 of between 
~20x10-16 cm2W-1 to 25x10-16 cm2W-1 along Nm, and ~15x10-16 cm2W-1 along Np [87, 
88]. In Yb(5 %):KYW values of 19x10-16 cm2W-1 along Nm and 15x10-16 cm2W-1 
along Np have been reported [88]. These values are all significantly higher than n2 of 
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1.3.4 Absorption and Emission Properties 
 
Some of the most important characteristics of a laser material are its absorption and 
emission properties. As mentioned in section 1.2, the ytterbium ion has a simple 
electronic structure with only two sublevels, but the values of the Stark levels within 








































Fig. 1.5. Stark energy levels for Yb:KGdW and Yb:KYW [90]. These values correspond to a 
temperature of 77 K.  
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Fig. 1.6. Absorption and emission cross sections for (a) Yb:KGdW and (b) Yb:KYW. Measurements 
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In fig. 1.6 the absorption and emission cross sections as a function of wavelength are 
illustrated. These measurements were made by our collaborators in Minsk. As can be 
expected from the crystal structure, the absorption and emission spectra are highly 
anisotropic, where E||a has the strongest absorption and emission cross sections, 
although all axes are characterised by high cross sections when compared to many 
other laser materials. The absorption peak for E||a is found at 981.2 nm, which 
overlaps well with the emission from commercially available InGaAs laser diodes 
[46]. This is an inherent advantage of ytterbium lasers, enabling compact and efficient 
laser pumping. The high emission cross sections and broad emission bandwidths are 
suitable for supporting ultrashort pulses. The quantum efficiency of such a laser is 
very high at ~0.96, which substantially reduces the heat deposited in the crystal. This 
helps circumvent the problems associated with the poorer thermal properties of 
KGdW and KYW when compared to some other hosts. Some key properties of these 
materials are shown in table 1.3. 
 
 
Property Yb:KGdW Yb:KYW 
Absorption peak 
wavelength 981.2 nm 981.2 nm 
Absorption 




 cm2 1.33×10-19 cm2 
Emission peak 
wavelength 1023 nm 1025 nm 
Emission linewidth 20 nm 16 nm 
Peak emission cross 
section 2.9×10
-20
 cm2 3×10-20 cm2 
Fluorescence 
lifetime 275 µs [84] 230 µs [52] 
 
Table 1.3.  Key properties of Yb:KGdW and Yb:KYW. 
 
1.3.5 Summary of Previous Lasing Performance 
 
The outstanding optical properties of Yb:KGdW and Yb:KYW have now been 
outlined, and excellent lasing results have been achieved from these materials over the 
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past 13 years. Lasing was first demonstrated in 1997 [57], using Ti:sapphire pumping 
where a 72 % slope efficiency was achieved in Yb:KGdW and 78 % in Yb:KYW. 
Diode pumping was also reported, but with poorer efficiency due to the emission 
wavelength of the diode, which was 965 nm. Higher slope efficiencies have now been 
achieved, with an 86.9 % slope efficiency reported under gain-switched Ti:sapphire 
pumping [90]. Slope efficiencies achieved with diode pumping have dramatically 
improved and slope efficiencies exceeding 80 % have been reported [71]. Excellent 
Q-switched and Raman results have been achieved [64], and ultrashort pulses have 
also been demonstrated. Pulses as short as 100 fs have been observed in Yb:KGdW, 
where a SESAM was used as the mode-locking element [91], and even shorter pulses 
of 66 fs have been demonstrated in an Yb:KYW laser [92]. High output powers from 
mode-locked Yb:KGdW lasers have been generated, with 5 W demonstrated for 
134 fs pulses, and 10 W for 433 fs pulses [93]. Steps have also been taken towards 
creating waveguide lasers based on these materials [94], and low thresholds and 
excellent slope efficiencies from planar waveguides have now been reported [95-97]. 
 
1.4 The Quasi-Three-Level Laser 
 
Lasers are typically described by a four-level system, however ytterbium lasers fall 
into the category of a quasi-three-level laser. This is partly because they use only three 
energy levels but additionally, and most significantly, because the lower lasing level 
is thermally populated at room temperature. This means that greater pumping is 
required for population inversion to be achieved in a quasi-three-level laser than for a 
typical four-level laser, to overcome the lower lasing level’s population. The laser will 
also suffer from reabsorption losses, as the emitted lasing wavelength can be absorbed 
as it propagates through the crystal. The theory of the quasi-three-level lasers are 
described in greater detail by Fan and Byer [98]. The important end-result is that the 
absorbed pump power required to reach lasing threshold, Pabs,th, for a TEM00 beam is 
described by the equation: 
 
 ( )2 2, 0(3)
1(0)
3
8 2 ( )abs th l pupp p p a l
hcP N L w wf
pi δ
τ λ η σ λ
 
= + + 
 
 Eq. 1.1 
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where h is Planck’s constant, c is the speed of light, f1(0) is the fractional population of 
the upper lasing level, τupp is the upper state laser lifetime, δ is the cavity roundtrip 
loss, σa(λl) is the absorption cross section at the lasing wavelength, N0(3) is the 
population of the lower lasing level, L is the crystal length, wl is the average laser 
mode’s radius in the cavity and wp is the average pump mode’s cavity waist. The 
additional factor of ¾ arises from the degeneracy of the upper and lower laser levels, 
which are 3 and 4 respectively. 
 
Thus it is clear that a low lasing threshold requires relatively high upper state lifetime 
and f1(0), but low losses, small population in the lower laser level, and small pump and 
cavity mode radii. For beam profiles which are not TEM00 the pump and laser mode 
volume will be modified, yet small waists will still produce the lowest thresholds. 
This equation applies to both bulk and waveguide geometries, but of course in a 
waveguide the pump and laser mode radii maintain a small size over the entire crystal 
length, and so the values of wl and wp are typically smaller in a waveguide laser than a 
bulk laser. The advantages of using a waveguide geometry in quasi-three-level lasers 
is therefore apparent. Even although the round-trip losses, δ, typically increase in a 
waveguide, with good waveguide fabrication the propagation losses can be negligible 
compared to the reabsorption losses which arise from the upper lasing level 
population, N0(3). Thus the N0(3)L term dominates over δ/2σa(λl) and so the increased 
loss in δ results in negligible detrimental performance compared to the bulk, but there 
is the added advantage of a small waist throughout the laser volume resulting in lower 
thresholds for the waveguide design. 
 
1.5 Continuous and Pulsed Lasing 
 
Lasers can be designed to run continuously or in pulse trains, where the pulses can 
have durations ranging from milliseconds down to femtoseconds. Pulses in the 
millisecond to nanosecond regime are often created by Q-switching [99] whilst the 
ultrashort pulses of pico- or femtosecond duration are generated using mode locking 
[100]. Both of these techniques rely on the losses in the cavity being modulated in 
some manner, but the mechanism responsible for the pulse formation is different in 
the two cases. These two situations are now briefly described. 




In Q-switching, the quality, or Q, of the cavity is switched from high to low values. 
For a relatively large portion of the time the Q-value is low, thus losses are high and 
lasing threshold cannot be reached. As a result of increased losses the feedback into 
the cavity is reduced and so population inversion can build up to a value beyond that 
which would normally be reached under CW operation. The energy stored in the gain 
medium is limited by the spontaneous emission of the material. For a short duration, 
the quality of the cavity is then increased. This allows lasing to occur, as the gain in 
the cavity now far exceeds the losses, and so consequently all the energy is released 
from the cavity in a short space of time. This is illustrated in fig. 1.7. Thus 
Q-switching is a technique employed for creating very energetic and short pulses of 
radiation. 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
















Fig. 1.7. Illustration of loss and gain modulation in a Q-switched cavity leading to short, energetic 
pulses. 
 
Various active and passive methods are available for modulating the losses in a 
cavity. Typical techniques include acousto-optic modulation for active Q-switching or 
saturable absorbers for passive Q-switching [101]. A more in-depth overview of 
Q-switching and the parameters necessary for its optimisation can be found in [37]. 
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1.5.2 Mode Locking 
 
Mode locking is the name given to the technique used to generate ultrashort pulses, 
where an ultrashort pulse is defined as pulses with durations shorter than a 
nanosecond. In a CW cavity there are normally many longitudinal modes, or 
frequencies, present which oscillate within the cavity with no fixed phase relationship, 
as illustrated in fig. 1.8 (a). This results in an irradiance which varies insignificantly 
over time, giving a continuous and constant output. However, if by some means the 
modes are all positioned such that there is a fixed phase relationship between them, 
then at one point the waves will constructively interfere leading to high irradiance 
whilst elsewhere there is a minimal background signal. This results in very short 
bursts of light, as illustrated in fig. 1.8 (b). The duration of the pulse created using this 
technique depends upon the number of modes which have been locked together, and 
thus a broader bandwidth can lead to shorter pulses, in accordance with the bandwidth 
theorem: 
 
 pω τ∆ ∆ ≥  Eq. 1.2 
 
where ∆ω is the full spectral range of the laser cavity; ∆τ is the pulse duration and p is 
a constant which depends on the pulse shape. In a passively mode-locked cavity this is 
normally 0.315 corresponding to a sech2 pulse shape. 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        

















                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        

















Fig. 1.8. (a) the different frequencies oscillate with no fixed relationship, leading to a CW irradiance 
output. (b) the different frequencies are locked together, leading to short pulses of mode-locked light. 
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The two sides of Eq. 1.2 are only equal for a transform limited pulse. In other cases 
the pulse is said to be chirped. This means that different spectral components arrive at 
slightly different times as a result of dispersion within the cavity. The dispersion of 
the cavity is therefore usually modified using prisms [102] in the cavity such that the 
overall dispersion of the cavity is zero, leading to the shortest and most intense pulses. 
A more detailed overview of mode locking is available from many sources [103, 104]. 
 
Two techniques are generally employed for passive mode locking: Kerr-lens mode 
locking (KLM) [38] or saturable absorber mode locking, where semiconductor 
saturable absorber mirrors (SESAMs) are frequently used [105]. Advantages of 
SESAM mode locking over KLM include that it is generally self-starting and that 
restraints on cavity design are somewhat relaxed. This is especially important for the 




Fig. 1.9. Typical structure of a QD-SESAM, with saturable absorbers which are often made of quantum 
wells or quantum dots embedded within a Bragg mirror. 
 
The principle of mode locking is that the low intensity CW radiation within a cavity 
experiences high losses, whilst the short duration but high intensity spikes experience 
low losses and thus lase preferentially. A SESAM consists of an absorbing region, 
which is able to be saturated at high intensities, embedded within a Bragg mirror. The 
reflectivity of the device is therefore dependent on the incident fluence and so 
provides high levels of loss to low intensity light, but under spikes of high intensity 
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into a train of mode-locked pulses which are emitted from the cavity. Thus mode 
locking can be achieved by simply and compactly replacing an end mirror with a 
SESAM in an otherwise CW cavity. A typical SESAM structure is illustrated in 
fig. 1.9. 
 















Fig. 1.10. Typical fluence-dependent reflectivity curve illustrating saturation fluence, modulation depth 
and non-saturable losses of the device. 
 
SESAMs can be designed to provide various amounts of absorption and to be 
saturated at different levels of incident fluence. SESAMs are therefore generally 
described by some key parameters which are now defined. The modulation depth, ∆R, 
is the amount of saturable absorption present, or the change in reflectivity of the 
device experienced as a result of saturation. The linear reflectivity, Rlin, describes the 
reflectivity provided at low light levels under no saturation of the absorber layers. 
Ideally Rlin and ∆R would add up to 1 as the SESAM would provide 100 % reflectivity 
under saturation. However, due to scattering and some non-saturable absorption in the 
device, there are always some unwanted losses and these are known as the non-
saturable losses, δns. The saturation fluence, Fsat, is defined by the fluence required to 
change the reflectivity by 1/e of its modulation depth. Other characteristics of the 
device are the recovery time, τrec, which is the time taken for the absorption to recover 
after having been saturated, and the reflectivity bandwidth provided by the Bragg 
mirror. Some of these parameters are illustrated in fig. 1.10, where a typical SESAM’s 
δns 
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fluence dependant reflectivity curve is shown. Although the SESAM is here described 
within the context of mode locking, a SESAM is also often employed as the saturable 
absorber in Q-switching where greater modulation depths are typically used. 
 
1.6 Waveguide Theory 
 
A waveguide is a dielectric structure which confines light, allowing light to travel 
long distances without diverging, as might otherwise be expected due to diffraction. 
Guiding is achieved by using a structure consisting of a high refractive index core 
region surrounded by a region or regions of lower refractive index/indices which is 
known as the cladding. Light propagates along the core region. The refractive index 
profile can gradually change throughout the media, or can be a step-like function. In 
the following explanation a step-like function is considered for simplicity. For a 
refractive index profile which varies in only one dimension, x, a planar waveguide is 
formed, which confines the light in x while allowing the light to diffract along y as the 
beam propagates along z. A channel waveguide is formed when the refractive index 
varies in two dimensions, x and y, confining the light in these two dimensions with 
propagation occurring along the third dimension, z. These two possibilities are 
illustrated in fig. 1.11. 
 
Fig. 1.11. Planar and channel waveguides, where light is confined in 1 or 2 dimensions. 
 
In the following explanation the planar waveguide, being the simplest case, is 
considered using ray optics. The channel waveguide is an extension of this to include 
a further dimension. In-depth considerations of waveguide theory can be found in a 
variety of textbooks [106, 107] where explanations using both ray optics and 






n2 > n1,3 
n2 
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It is necessary to start by recalling that the refractive index, n, of a material is the ratio 








=  Eq. 1.3 
 
Also recall that for a ray incident on a boundary at angle θi, part of this ray is reflected 
at θr (where θr = θi) and part of this ray is refracted at angle θt, where this angle can be 
determined from Snell’s law: 
 
 sin sini i t tn nθ θ=  Eq. 1.4 
 
where i and t denote the incidence and transmission sides of a boundary respectively 







Fig. 1.12. Ray diagram illustrating the reflection and transmission which occur when light is incident 
on a boundary between two media of different refractive indices, where ni > nt. 
 
From Snell’s law, Eq. 1.4, it is apparent that at certain values of θi, defined as those 
greater than the critical angle, θc, no solution for θt can be found, provided ni > nt. 
Instead, all the light is reflected in a condition known as total internal reflection. In the 
case of a second boundary, as illustrated in fig. 1.13, reflection occurs at both 
boundaries. This is the basic principle of optical guiding, and explains, using ray 
optics, how light is able to propagate over large distances through a core of relatively 
high refractive index. A more involved derivation can be found by considering 
electromagnetic theory following from Maxwell’s equations, giving essentially the 
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same result but with an additional feature: this is that the field of the propagating 
beam extends slightly beyond the boundary in what is known as the evanescent field. 
This evanescent field decays exponentially as it permeates the boundary. As a result 
of this, the reflected wave experiences a small phase shift upon reflection, known as 






Fig. 1.13. If θ2 is greater than the critical angle, and n2 is greater than n1,3, then total internal reflection 
occurs at both boundaries allowing optical guiding. 
 
From this simple treatment it may seem that guiding can occur for a continuum of 
angles, θ, so long as θ > θc and ni > nt. However, there is a third condition which must 











Fig. 1.14. Illustration of wavelength of the x component of the electric field, which is used to derive the 
waveguide standing wave condition. 
 
The ray illustrated in fig. 1.14 has an electric field which has a component in the x and 
z directions. If we consider the component along the x direction we see that this 
electric field component travels both along +x and –x, due to the reflection at the 
θ2 
θ2 
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boundary. This electric field component has a wavelength, λx, which from basic 









=  Eq. 1.5 
 
In order for the propagating ray to be contained in the x direction it therefore follows 
that the wavelength, λx, of the +x and –x electric field components must interfere to 
form a standing wave. If this were not the case a travelling wave would be formed 
which would propagate in the x direction, and thus the power would be lost from 
within the core region. Thus, upon a round trip of the field about the x-direction, 
2dguide, there must be an integral number, m, of 2π phase shifts. The round-trip phase 
shift caused by the number of wavelengths of the x-component of the electric field 
minus the Goos-Hänchen phase shift, φ1 and φ2, for each reflection must therefore 







mpi ϕ ϕ piλ − − =  Eq. 1.6 
 
















0 2 2cos 2 2guide
k d n mϕ ϕθ pi− − =  Eq. 1.8 
 
This is the standing wave condition where m is the mode number. Three conditions 
which must be met in order to attain guiding have now been presented, and it is found 
that, provided n2 > n1,3 and θc > θ2, certain discrete propagation angles, or modes, can 
be guided. It is thus possible to estimate the number of modes which can be guided by 
re-arranging Eq. 1.8 for m, where the phase shift introduced by reflection is given by 
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=  Eq. 1.10 
 
 
When characterising optical waveguides some normalised parameters are often used, 
and so these will now be defined. 
 




0 2 1guideV k d n n= −  Eq. 1.11 
 
An effective index of the guide, neff, is defined as the ratio of the z component of k, kz, 








θ= =  Eq. 1.12 
 














 Eq. 1.13 
 














 Eq. 1.14 














 Eq. 1.15 
 
where TE and TM represent Transverse Electric and Transverse Magnetic modes 
respectively. 
 




1 11 tan tan
1 1
b b aV b m
b b
pi − −
   +
− = + +      
− −   
 Eq. 1.16 
 
A numerical simulation of Eq. 1.16 gives rise to b versus V plots, which allows neff to 
be calculated for a given normalised frequency, V, and mode, m. When neff tends to n3 
then b tends to zero, and in practical terms this means the mode is very weakly 
confined to the core and thus experiences large exponential decay into the cladding. 
For b < 0 no real solution is found, and guiding does not occur. By setting b = 0 in 
Eq. 1.16 we can determine the normalised cut-off frequency, Vm, which can support 
the m-th order mode. From this we can find the minimum thickness, dguide, able to 
support a given wavelength, λ, or the maximum wavelength, λ, which can be 
supported for a given core thickness. As b tends to 1, neff tends to n2, and so tight 
confinement is achieved with a very small evanescent field. 
 
An interesting point to note is that for the special case when n1 = n3 then the 
fundamental mode (m = 0) is not cut-off, and all wavelengths can be guided along 
such a symmetric waveguide, no matter how thin the core. 
 
The above derivation is for the simple case of a planar waveguide. Channel 
waveguides are similar, although slightly more complex, and so the mode cut-off 





0 2 12V rk n n= −  Eq. 1.17 
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where r is the core radius, and thus 2r is the core diameter. It can be shown that, for a 
step-index fibre, the cut-off for single mode operation is V = 2.405 [110, 111]. i.e. if 
V < 2.405 the waveguide will be single mode, and for V > 2.405 the guide is 







m  Eq. 1.18 
 
For a graded index waveguide the guided mode calculations become again more 
complex, but nevertheless models of guided modes for any arbitrary refractive index 
are available in the literature. However, for the purposes of this thesis, estimates based 
on Eq. 1.17 and Eq. 1.18 are used. 
 
1.7 Waveguide Fabrication 
 
Whilst the fabrication of waveguides in glasses is not always a straightforward 
process, it is significantly simpler than the fabrication of crystalline waveguides. 
Despite the challenges, several methods for the creation of crystalline waveguides 
have now been developed [112]. These include: liquid phase epitaxy (LPE), thermal 
bonding, pulsed laser deposition (PLD), ion indiffusion, reactive ion etching and ion 
beam etching, ion beam implantation and wet chemical etching, proton exchange, and 
ultrafast laser inscription (ULI). 
 
Amongst these techniques, LPE and thermal bonding are particularly attractive 
methods for the production of low-loss planar waveguides. The particular advantage 
of thermal bonding is that dissimilar materials can be fused together, creating a 
waveguide with a high numerical aperture. Additionally the spectrum from the active 
layer is unaffected, and cladding material with high thermal conductivity can be 
chosen. Using this technique waveguides with low losses of less than 1 dBcm-1 have 
been demonstrated [113]. The main restriction of this technique is that it requires 
atomically flat surfaces in order for efficient bonding by van der Waal forces. 
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LPE is a method of growing an oriented single crystalline layer onto a seed crystal 
[114]. A molten super-saturated solution of the necessary elements is contained within 
a platinum crucible at the growth temperature, as shown in fig. 1.15. This growth 
temperature is carefully chosen such that it is high enough to prevent spontaneous 
crystal growth, yet it is also below the saturation temperature and so the introduction 
of a seed crystal to this solution will induce growth of an oriented crystal on the 
seed’s facets. The seed crystal is dipped into this solution and is rotated as it is 
gradually pulled from the melt (~1 µm/min). Once the crystal is removed from the 
melt it is rapidly spun to remove excess flux, and it is then very gradually cooled or 
pulled from the furnace so as to avoid any thermal stress. A disadvantage of the 
technique is that it requires small lattice mismatch, but this is easily satisfied by the 
materials used in the experimental work presented herein. As LPE is a 
near-thermodynamic process, good quality crystalline layers which can act as planar 
waveguides can be grown with losses as low as 0.05 dBcm-1 [115]. This technique is 
used in Chapter 4 to grow Yb:KYW planar waveguides. 
 
 
Fig. 1.15. Typical setup used for growth of waveguides by liquid phase epitaxy. 
 
Methods for channel waveguide fabrication in crystals are still underdeveloped and 
typically result in high losses. One competitive method for the creation of buried 
channel waveguides is ion implantation [116, 117], where a lower refractive index 
barrier is constructed by the ion beam at a depth determined by the beam’s energy. A 
disadvantage of this technique is that colour-centres are formed, however it is possible 
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to remove these by annealing. Propagation losses as low as 0.7 dBcm-1 have been 
demonstrated [118], but values of 1 dBcm-1 – 2 dBcm-1 are more typical.  
 
ULI is a fairly novel technique for writing waveguides which was first demonstrated 
in 1997 [119]. In this technique an ultrashort pulse is focused into a dielectric 
material. This creates high intensities in the focal volume where multiphoton and 
avalanche ionisation occur leading to a modification of the sample. By translating the 
sample through the focal volume, as illustrated in fig. 1.16, a modified channel is 
created. The sample can be translated longitudinally or transversally. Even though 
longitudinal writing, by its very nature, creates a symmetric waveguide, transversal 
writing is often the preferred technique as there is no limit on the length of waveguide 
which can be fabricated. In glasses waveguides are typically formed within the written 
volume, whilst in crystals, as with ion implantation, a lower index barrier is often 
created at the focal volume. The foremost contributory factor to the waveguide 
formation is the stress-induced refractive index increase in a surrounding region 
[120]. Waveguides fabricated using this technique are described in section 3.6 and 
Chapters 5 and 6. 
 
 
Fig. 1.16. Schematics of longitudinal and transversal ULI geometries. 
 
The physical mechanisms responsible for the refractive index changes are not 
currently fully understood: however, it is widely agreed that the quality of the 
fabricated waveguide depends strongly on material type and writing parameters. The 
writing parameters which have been identified as significant are: pulse energy, pulse 
duration, repetition rate, scan speed, wavelength, focusing geometry, polarisation, and 
writing direction (as a result of wavefront tilt). When writing waveguides in our 
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samples we therefore tried to vary these parameters as much as possible over our 
limited sample size to enable optimisation of writing conditions for good quality 
waveguides. The particular set-up used in our experiments is described in section 2.2. 
Losses as low as 0.6 dBcm-1 have previously been demonstrated in crystalline channel 
waveguides fabricated by ULI [121], but typical losses are currently greater than 
2 dBcm-1. As the physics of the writing process is further understood, however, it is 
envisioned that optimised waveguides with significantly lower losses are feasible. 
 
1.8 Conclusion and Thesis Synopsis 
 
In this chapter the background to the experiments presented in the remainder of this 
thesis have been described, from the crystalline materials chosen for this work – 
Yb:KGdW and Yb:KYW – and their quasi-three-level nature, to waveguide theory 
and fabrication techniques. In the following chapters a description of the experimental 
work carried out is presented. Firstly the general experimental techniques which were 
used for many of the experiments are described in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the 
characterisation of a novel quantum dot (QD)-SESAM and the formation of channel 
waveguides in a QD-doped glass. Progress towards creating compact and integrated 
laser devices is then made as Chapter 4 presents a planar waveguide Yb:KYW laser, 
where the waveguide was fabricated by liquid phase epitaxy. Chapter 5 presents 
experimental realisation of channel waveguide lasers in Yb:KGdW and Yb:KYW, 
fabricated by the novel technique of ultrashort pulse laser inscription. In Chapter 6 
micro-Raman and micro-luminescence measurements of these channel waveguides 
are discussed, providing some insight into the structural changes to the crystals 
responsible for the channel waveguide formation. Chapter 7 then summarises and 
concludes the work presented in this thesis, with a look towards the future goals and 
possible challenges faced in further development of this work. 
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Several experimental techniques which were performed during this thesis were 
common to multiple experiments. To save on repetition these techniques are described 
within this chapter. When appropriate more detailed descriptions of set-ups and 
methods are contained within the experimental chapter concerned. The chapter begins 
with a description of the set-up used for channel waveguide fabrication. Procedures 
used to construct lasers and measurements concerned with laser performance are then 
explained. Finally methods for loss measurements are described. 
 

























Fig. 2.1. Ultrafast laser writing set-up as used at Heriot Watt University to inscribe channel 
waveguides. (Q/H)WP = (quarter/half-)waveplate; PBS = polarising beamsplitter. 
 
The channel waveguides that are presented in this work were fabricated by ULI 
through a collaboration with Heriot Watt University. All waveguide inscription was 
carried out on a set-up illustrated in fig. 2.1. An ultrafast laser source was passed 
through a half-waveplate placed in combination with a polarising beamsplitter. This 
allowed the incident pulse energy to be easily controlled by rotation of the waveplate. 
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A further waveplate was sometimes inserted, as shown in the diagram, so that various 
polarisation states could be used to write the waveguides. Two mirrors aligned the 
writing beam’s path and a microscope objective focused the pulses into the material. 
A microscope slide was used to reflect a small portion of the reflected light into a 
camera to provide an image of the facet. This monitored the writing beam’s size and 
ensured the beam was kept at a constant depth within the material. The sample itself 
was mounted on a motorised high precision x-y-z stage connected to a computer and 
this was used to translate the sample along the laser focus at a range of translation 
speeds. 
 
Two laser sources were used during waveguide writing experiments. The first, which 
was used to create the channel waveguides described in section 3.6, was a 
regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser. This produced 130 fs pulses centred on 
800 nm at a 5 kHz repetition rate. An adjustable slit was used in combination with a 
0.4 N.A. (20×) objective to focus the pulses into the crystal. This was able to create 
waveguides with a symmetric cross-section. The second source, which was used to 
fabricate channel waveguides in Yb:KGdW and Yb:KYW as described in Chapter 5, 
was an Yb:fibre laser (Fianium Ltd.). This operated at a 500 kHz repetition rate 
delivering 1.3 ps pulses at 1064 nm. 
 
2.3 Laser Design and Performance 
 
2.3.1 Laser Pump Source 
 
All lasers built in this work required a pump source at 980 nm which was readily 
provided by compact and efficient InGaAs laser diodes. The laser diode used as a 
pump source for all lasing experiments, and for some waveguide loss characterisation 
measurements, was a JDS Uniphase InGaAs fibre-coupled laser diode, which 
provided almost 500 mW when a forward current of 850 mA was applied. The output 
power of the laser diode as a function of current is shown in fig. 2.2. The output from 
the fibre was a diffraction limited fundamental Gaussian mode (i.e M 2 of 1) and was 
linearly polarised. The fibre was mounted together with a microscope objective on an 
x-y-z fibre mount stage, and by using pinholes for alignment the pump output could be 
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collimated. This beam was passed through a half-waveplate which was rotated to 
obtain horizontal polarisation. For waveguide laser cavities a Faraday Isolator was 
inserted into the beam path at this point to prevent any back-reflections from 
damaging the laser diode. A further half-waveplate could also be inserted after the 
Faraday Isolator so that various pumping polarisations could be investigated. A lens 
or microscope objective was then placed in the beam path, mounted on an x-y-z stage, 
to focus the pump beam into the laser gain medium. 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
















Fig. 2.2. Output power of InGaAs laser diode. 
 
2.3.2 Asymmetric Z-fold Cavities 
 
When building a laser cavity with low thresholds and high slope efficiency it is 
necessary to have high pump and laser mode overlap within the gain medium, 
together with tight foci. In a bulk laser medium tight foci are typically achieved using 
a four mirror asymmetric z-fold cavity, which is illustrated in fig. 2.3, where M1 and 
M2 are curved mirrors. Using this design a further focus of the laser mode is formed at 
the end mirror, M3, of the short arm. This is particularly advantageous in cavities 
which employ a SESAM for mode locking, as high fluences are required on the 
SESAM and this can be obtained by replacing M3 with the SESAM. The long arm is 
collimated making the beam from this arm suitable for use as the cavity output. Intra-
cavity elements, such as prisms for the compensation of dispersion, can also be easily 
inserted in this arm. Brewster cut crystals are usually used as the gain material, 
resulting in no Fresnel loss, but the angled crystal introduces astigmatism to the 
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cavity. However, by carefully choosing the angles of the folding mirrors this 












Fig. 2.3. Z-fold cavity configuration consisting of 2 curved mirrors, M1 and M2, an end mirror, M3, and 
an output coupler (OC). An objective (Obj) and lens collimate and refocus the pump beam into the 
crystal. In this design, a focus is formed on M3 which van be replaced by a SESAM for mode-locking 
experiments. 
 
The z-fold cavity designs used in this thesis were calculated using the programme 
LCAV to ascertain the positions and angles of mirrors to be used together with the 
cavity mode sizes along the length of the cavity. These calculations used standard 
ABCD matrices for Gaussian beams travelling through optical elements [1]. 
 
2.3.3 Waveguide Cavities 
 
One of the significant advantages of using waveguides as laser gain media is the 
opportunity to form compact laser geometries. Thus for the waveguide lasers built in 
this thesis simple monolithic two mirror cavities were constructed using plane-plane 
mirrors, as illustrated in fig. 2.4. Thin fused silica substrates, coated for high 
reflectivity at 1040 nm, and also high transmission at 980 nm for the case of the pump 
input mirror (M1), were used as these could be directly attached to the end facets of 
the waveguide. They were typically held to the crystal facets using surface tension 
provided by a thin layer of fluorinert liquid (n = 1.303), but they could also be 
mounted on x-y-z stages and held against the waveguide end facets directly. 
Transmission of the mirrors was recorded for different mounting methods, as the 
refractive index boundary affects the reflectivity. The crystal was typically mounted 
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on a copper block, but no additional active cooling of the sample was found to be 
necessary. The waveguide was mounted on an x-y-φ-θ stage for alignment. An 
anti-reflection coated objective placed after the waveguide collected the output from 
the waveguide. For characterisation of lasing performance a dichroic mirror, which 
reflected light from 1010 nm – 1100 nm whilst transmitting 980 nm, allowed the laser 
output to be separated from any residual pump. To image the end facet of the 
waveguide and provide information about guiding behaviour a ×50 long working 
distance (20 mm) objective was mounted together with a silicon-based CCD camera. 
The long working distance objective allowed images to be viewed easily without 
impinging on other mounts. Images were typically taken of the end facet to determine 
the position and profile of the guided mode, but images from above were also viewed, 
showing the propagation of the light along the waveguide. This view was particularly 













Fig. 2.4. Geometry of waveguide laser cavity. Obj = objective; HWP = half-waveplate; FI = Faraday 
isolator; M = mirror; DM = dichroic mirror. Objectives were mounted on x-y-z stages whilst the 
waveguide was mounted on an x-z-φ-θ stage. 
 
2.3.4 Absorbed Pump Power 
 
An upper limit on the absorbed pump power was calculated by comparing the 
throughput power when launched into the doped region to that of the bulk undoped 
region in a similar way to that described by Pelenc et al. [2]. The transmitted pump 





(1 )t guide i obj F launchP PT T Aδ= −  Eq. 2.1 
 
Where Pi is the incident power, which is taken as the power after the Faraday Isolator; 
Tobj is the transmission of the objective; TF is the transmission of the end facets; δlaunch 
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is the launch efficiency; and A is the single pass absorption. The power transmitted 




_t bulk i obj FP PT T=  Eq. 2.2 
 
In the case of single pass absorption the absorbed pump power can then be easily 
found using the equation: 
 
 1(1 )a i obj launchP PT R Aδ= −  Eq. 2.3 
 
Where R1 is the reflectivity of the incident mirror at the pump wavelength. 
 
However, in the case of high reflection of the pump at the second facet then the 
second, third and subsequent pass absorption of the pump must be considered. The 
absorbed pump power is then represented by the relationship: 
 
 
2 3 2 4 2 2
1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1(1 ) 1 (1 ) (1 ) (1 ) (1 ) ...a i obj launchP PT R A A R A R R A R R A R Rδ  = − + − + − + − + − +   
 Eq. 2.4 
 
To calculate this accurately the launch efficiency and single pass absorption must be 
separable from one another, but in practice these are difficult to separate. Thus, 
instead, an upper limit for absorbed pump was calculated by assuming 100 % launch 




2 3 2 4 2 2
1 2 2 1 2 1 2 1(1 ) 1 (1 ) (1 ) (1 ) (1 ) ...a i objP PT R A A R A R R A R R A R R = − + − + − + − + − +    
Eq. 2.5 
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2.3.5 Laser Performance 
 
There are several measurements which are usually taken to assess the performance of 
a laser. Firstly laser threshold must be reached and in order to identify threshold a 
large area (5×5 mm2) New Focus Germanium detector was used. This was connected 
to an oscilloscope which was triggered by a chopper inserted into the path of the 
pump beam. The chopper was not strictly necessary but was useful to differentiate 
between the luminescence and lasing. Once lasing threshold was reached and 
optimised the output power had to be determined and maximised, and this was easily 
done using a power meter. The pump power was then gradually decreased and the 
corresponding output power measured, allowing the slope efficiency of the laser to be 
determined. The wavelength of the laser was measured with an IST-Rees spectrum 
analyser. For Q-switched performance, pulse duration could simply be determined 
using the New Focus detector and a 2 GHz oscilloscope, as the response time of the 
detector and the bandwidth of the oscilloscope were suitable for the measurement of 
the ns pulses which were produced. Mode-locked pulse durations were measured with 
a non-collinear intensity autocorrelator, while the repetition rate could be measured 
using an RF-spectrum analyser. 
 
A further important laser characteristic is the beam quality. This is usually quoted in 
terms of the beam’s M 2 value, which is a factor determining the divergence of the 
laser beam compared to the diffraction of a fundamental diffraction limited mode. The 








w z w M
z
  
 = +  
   
 Eq. 2.6 
 
where w0 is the beam waist at the focus, z is the propagation distance and zR is the 









λ=  Eq. 2.7 
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These values are illustrated in fig. 2.5. 












Thus M 2 of the beams used in this thesis can be determined by finding the value of 
M 2 which fits the above function to the experimental data concerned. When 
measuring this value the beam waist must, of course, be known and therefore it is 
important that the waist of a beam is defined. Many definitions for beam waists are 
employed, but for M 2 measurements to be strictly accurate the second moment of the 
beam is required [3]. The second moment of a beam along x (or alternatively along y) 
with an intensity profile I(x,y) is defined in equation 2.8 where x0 is the centre of 
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 Eq. 2.8 
 
This measurement is very sensitive to noise, making it very difficult to perform 
accurately. For Gaussian beams the second moment beam radius corresponds to the 
beam radius at e-2 intensity. This can be determined very easily with most beam 
profilers, and this definition is thus widely used when measuring M 2. Therefore in this 
thesis M 2 was measured based on the e-2 definition of beam waist for Gaussian beams. 
For beams which strongly deviated from a Gaussian precise values of M 2 are not 
given but comments on the beam quality are provided. 
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2.3.6 Caird Plots 
 
The slope efficiency of a laser depends on the round-trip cavity losses, including 
output coupling transmission. Different output couplers therefore typically give 
different slope efficiencies. Consequently, by measuring the slope efficiency obtained 
with different output couplers, it is possible to calculate the propagation losses in the 







η η δ= +  Eq. 2.9 
 
where TOC is transmission of output coupler, δ represents round-trip propagation 
losses, excluding output coupling, η is the slope efficiency, and η0 is the intrinsic 
slope efficiency, which is the maximum slope efficiency theoretically possible with 
no losses in the cavity. This can be simply rearranged into the common format used to 








= +  Eq. 2.10 
 
Thus by plotting 1/η against 1/TOC it is possible to find η0 based on the intercept and 
with this to find δ based on the gradient of the slope. Unlike Findlay-Clay analysis 
[5], this method has little dependence on re-absorption losses [6], and is thus a useful 
technique for estimating losses in a quasi-three-level laser such as the Yb systems 
investigated in this thesis. 
 
2.4 Waveguide Loss Measurements 
  
The insertion loss of a waveguide, δins, can be given by Eq. 2.11, where the same 







δ = −  Eq. 2.11 
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Insertion loss is typically made up of several contributing factors – Fresnel loss, RF 
(where this is equal to 1 FT−  ); absorption loss, A; coupling loss, δcoup; and 
propagation loss, δprop. Fresnel loss can be easily determined from the refractive 
indices of the materials involved and the angles of incidence of the beams. Fresnel 
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 Eq. 2.13 
 
for pi and sigma polarised light respectively. Here, n is refractive index, θ is angle and 
1 corresponds to the first material whilst 2 corresponds to the second material. For 
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 Eq. 2.14 
 
Once the Fresnel reflection loss is determined it can be subtracted from the insertion 
loss. When calculating losses it is convenient to work in decibels. A power ratio can 








= −  
 
 Eq. 2.15 
 
Absorption losses can be determined from the absorption cross section of the material, 
or alternatively measurements are often made at a wavelength of negligible 
absorption, leaving only coupling and propagation losses. 
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Difficulty arises when trying to separate coupling loss and propagation loss. A typical 
method for determining propagation loss is the cut-back technique [8], where 
insertion losses are measured for various sample lengths by cutting the sample back. 
If identical coupling schemes are used for each sample length then the propagation 
losses can be determined independently from the coupling loss. However, the major 
drawback of this technique is that it requires samples which are dispensable. 
Unfortunately the samples used in this work are unique and precious, and so the 
cut-back method was not suitable. Other techniques which can be used include 
scattering loss measurements [9] and Fabry-Perot fringe contrast measurements [10], 
neither of which are straightforward measurements. A simple method which was 
implemented was a straightforward transmission measurement. Although this includes 
coupling loss it was possible to minimise this contribution by experimenting with 
various coupling optics. The set-up used for this is described below. A second method 
which was used was the luminescence decay method [11] which is a particularly 
attractive technique as it is independent of coupling loss and can be used to measure 
losses over a broad wavelength range with only one run of measurements. The set-up 
used for this technique is described in section 2.4.2. 
 
2.4.1 Transmission Method 
 
The transmission loss method is perhaps the simplest method, where a light source is 
coupled into the waveguide and the transmitted power is measured. In cases where 
light which has not travelled through the waveguide is able to reach the detector a 
pinhole is used to block this contribution. Absorption and Fresnel losses are accounted 
for, leaving a measurement of the combined coupling, and propagation loss. Various 
input coupling optics are used until the measured loss is minimised. At this point the 
coupling efficiency is assumed to be 100 %, giving an upper limit for the propagation 
loss. Losses can be determined by this method at any wavelength for which there is a 
suitable source. The sources used throughout this work were: an InGaAs laser diode 
operating at 980 nm as described in section 2.3.1; a 1064 nm Nd:YVO4 laser; a 
tunable fibre coupled laser source operating around 1300 nm; and a fibre coupled 
source of 1550 nm amplified spontaneous emission (ASE). 
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2.4.2 Luminescence Decay Method 
 
The luminescence decay method involves face-pumping a small cross-section of the 
channel waveguide. The luminescence from this excited spot must travel along the 
length of the waveguide at which point it is collected and detected with an optical 
spectrum analyser (OSA). By translating the position of the pump along the length of 
the waveguide it is possible to change the position of the excited spot in the 
waveguide. Thus the excited luminescence has to propagate along different lengths of 
waveguide before reaching the detector and a signal which varies exponentially as a 
function of length is recorded. Assuming the coupling is identical for each excited 
spot then this gives a measurement which depends only on propagation loss and this 













Fig. 2.6. Set-up used for luminescence decay loss measurements. M = mirror; PBS = polarising beam 
splitter; OSA = optical spectrum analyser. 
 
The set-up used to perform this measurement is shown in fig. 2.6. The 980 nm 
InGaAs laser diode described in section 2.3.1 was used as a pump source. This was 
collimated with a 30× objective and steered along a straight path from M2 which was 
aligned using pinholes together with mirrors M1 and M2. A polarising beamsplitter 
was used as a third mirror to deflect the beam by 90° into a 10× objective which 
focused the pump into a small section of the waveguide. The polarising beamsplitter 
and 10× objective were mounted together on a translation stage, so that the position of 
waveguide cross-section excitation could be varied. At one end of the waveguide an 
imaging system was set up, using the standard 50× long working distance objective 
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and CCD camera with monitor as described in section 2.3.3. This was to ensure 
accurate alignment and identification of the structure. At the other end facet of the 
waveguide the signal was collected with a standard 20× objective and passed through 
a polarising beam splitter. This allowed the losses to be determined for polarisation 
along different axes. The luminescence was then coupled into a single mode fibre 
using a 30× objective and detected by an OSA. 
 
Steps were taken to ensure minimal background luminescence from outside the 
waveguide cross-section was able to reach the detector. Firstly, prior to pumping and 
detecting the luminescence signal, the optical fibre was disconnected from the OSA 
and was instead used to deliver a fibre coupled 1300 nm source to the sample. The 
guided mode was viewed with a camera. This ensured optimal alignment of the 
microscope objectives and fibre with the waveguide, minimising coupling loss such 
that close to 100 % of the luminescence from the waveguide, together with minimal 
background light, was detected by the OSA. To confirm that this was indeed the case, 
when initially taking measurements a polarising maintaining fibre was also 
alternatively placed against the waveguide facet to collect the luminescence. This had 
a mode size of 3.3 µm e-2 radius, and therefore ensured only light which propagated 
along the waveguide was detected. Crucially, although returning a noisier signal, this 
gave a result with the same decay curve confirming the validity of the measurements 




This chapter has described many of the experimental techniques which have been 
used in subsequent chapters to obtain the presented results. The set-up used at Heriot 
Watt University to fabricate channel waveguides was described, and this set-up was 
used to create the waveguides presented in Chapter 3 and Chapter 5. The laser source 
described in section 2.3.1 was used extensively for various experiments, from 
pumping to characterising waveguide losses. Bulk laser cavities, as described in 
section 2.3.2 were used in Chapters 3 and 4, whilst waveguide laser geometries were 
used for experiments in Chapters 4 and 5. Finally several methods for estimating 
losses were described and these techniques have been used throughout this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 




The advantages and applications of compact ultrashort pulsed lasers around 1 micron 
have been outlined in Chapter 1. The constraints on the cavity design in KLM make 
this an unsuitable method for the generation of ultrashort pulses from a monolithic 
Yb:tungstate waveguide laser, limiting the suitability of this technique for the 
generation of efficient, compact and user friendly ultrafast laser sources. SESAMs, 
however, can generate self-starting mode locking and can be simply inserted into the 
cavity of a suitable laser to produce ultrashort pulses. The only constraint on cavity 
design is that the SESAM is placed at a position in the cavity where there is high 
fluence, i.e. where the laser spot size is small so as to fully saturate the device. This 
can be readily satisfied in a channel waveguide laser with its tightly confined 
operating mode, and thus SESAMs are inherently suitable for integration with 
waveguide lasers. 
 
In this chapter a novel quantum dot (QD)-SESAM is described and characterised. 
This QD-SESAM was used to generate fs pulses from a standard z-fold Yb:KYW 
resonator [1]. Although this SESAM was used to mode lock a traditional bulk 
Yb:tungstate laser, in principle such SESAMs can also be integrated with waveguide 
lasers to support fs pulses, showing the potential of these devices. Work is also 
presented on the first example of channel waveguides in QD-glass fabricated by ULI 
[2]. The high non-saturable losses meant that this device was not suitable for 
mode-locking experiments. However, as the waveguide writing conditions are further 
explored it may be possible to create low-loss waveguides in such a material. 
 
The work in this chapter was the result of a large collaboration, and thus it is 
important  that the work done by others is duly acknowledged here. The  QD-SESAM 
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design and growth was performed by collaborators at Innolume1, the laser cavity was 
designed and built by my colleague here in St Andrews, Dr Alexander Lagatsky, and 
the reflectivity parameters of the QD-SESAM were experimentally measured and 
fitted to models by myself. The QD-glass was fabricated by A. A. Lipovskii2 and was 
provided through a collaboration with Belarus National Technical University3; ULI 
was carried out at Heriot Watt University under the direction of Dr Robert Thomson4; 
and waveguide characterisation was performed by myself. 
 
3.2 Quantum Confinement 
 
The density of states of a material describes the number of states it is possible to 
occupy at a given energy level. For a bulk piece of semiconductor material, provided 
the incident energy is greater than the bandgap energy, electrons can be excited to 
some upper state, and the density of states available is greater for higher energies, as 
shown by the black plot in fig. 3.1. If the size of the semiconductor is reduced in one 
dimension to a size which is comparable to the electron’s de Broglie wavelength then 
the density of states becomes quantised [3]. In a QW the confinement is in one 
dimension resulting in a step-like function for the density of states as illustrated in 
blue in fig. 3.1. In a QD the electron becomes confined in three dimensions allowing 
only discrete energies to be absorbed. This results in very sharp delta-like functions 
for the density of states of a QD as illustrated by the red plot in fig. 3.1. The quantum 
confinement experienced by an electron in a cubic QD can be mathematically 








e x y z
E
m L L L
pi  
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 
ℏ
 Eq. 3.1 
 
where E is the energy, h is Planck’s constant, me is the effective mass of the electron, 
n is the quantum number, L is the length of the dot and x, y, z represent the direction. 
                                                 
1
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3
 A. M. Malyarevich, K. V. Yumashev, Research Institute for Optical Materials and Technologies, 
Belarus National Technical University, 17 Nezavisimosti Ave. 65, 220053 Minsk, Belarus 
4
 R. R. Thomson, N. D. Psaila, A. K. Kar, School of Engineering and Physical Sciences, David 
Brewster Building, Heriot Watt Univeristy, Edinburgh EH14 4AS 
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This is clearly similar to the discrete allowed energy levels in an atom, and 
consequently QDs are sometime described as “artificial atoms”. Evidently, by varying 
the size of the QD, the energy levels are shifted and so the absorption of QDs can be 
tuned by varying dot size. QDs are typically grown by self-organised growth [5], and 
this results in dots with a variation of sizes. Consequently there is inhomogeneous 
broadening of the absorption energies, and broad absorption bandwidths can be 
achieved, illustrated in green in fig. 3.1. 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        














 Individual Quantum Dot
 Collection of Quantum Dots
 
Fig. 3.1. Density of states for bulk (black), quantum well (blue) and quantum dot (red and green) 
semiconductor devices, illustrating the quantised nature which arises as a result of the quantum 
confinement. 
 
3.3 Quantum Dots versus Quantum Wells 
 
Quantum dots and quantum wells are both used as saturable absorbers for mode 
locking lasers. These can be used in transmission or, when combined with a high 
reflector, in reflection as a SESAM or SBR (saturable Bragg reflector). The key 
properties of a saturable absorber – absorption, bandwidth, recovery time, modulation 
depth, saturation fluence and non-saturable loss – were briefly defined in Chapter 1. 
Quantum wells have typically been used as saturable absorbers, but quantum dots 
have recently been introduced as a competitor with some key advantages. 
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The modulation depth in a saturable absorber is due to the filling of the conduction 
band with excited electrons from the valance band. This reduces the absorption of the 
device and thus increases the reflectivity. The modulation depth can therefore be 
tailored by varying the amount of absorber present, through using thicker layers, more 
layers separated by spacer layers, or alternatively by varying the position of the 
saturable absorber within the device. Usually the modulation depth is controlled by 
choosing a suitable number of absorbing layers, as variation of the layer thickness or 
layer position also affects the saturation fluence and recovery time. For mode locking, 
modulation depths of < 2 % are typically used [6]. Values greater than this can lead to 
Q-switching instabilities [7]. However, where Q-switching is desirable much larger 
values can be used, with modulation depths up to 30 % not unusual for a Q-switched 
device. Variation in the number and distribution of both QWs and QDs when used as 
saturable absorbers allows the modulation depths to be tailored to the appropriate 
application. 
 
The advantages of QDs over QWs become apparent when considering the absorption 
bandwidth, recovery time and saturation fluence of the device. As explained in section 
3.2 an individual QD has a sharp “atom-like” absorption peak, which acts as an 
excellent saturable absorber at that particular wavelength. The fact that there is a 
variation in QD sizes during growth therefore results in broadband absorption and so 
QD saturable absorbers can still be suitable for generating ultrashort pulses. A further 
advantage is that the recovery time of QDs is made up of two temporal response 
functions: a fast decay with a large decay constant, plus a slower and weaker 
relaxation [8]. The slow decay helps stabilise mode locking whilst the fast decay is 
advantageous in generating the shortest pulses. Similarly short recovery times in QWs 
can only be achieved by post-processing techniques such as ion implantation which 
increase the non-saturable losses. Incorporation of a p-n junction in a QD-SESAM has 
allowed external control of the device and has led to stabilisation of mode locking [9], 
whilst the application of a reverse bias across the device has produced shorter pulses, 
suggesting this could introduce a reduction in the device’s recombination time [10]. 
Perhaps the greatest advantage of QDs over QWs is the reduced saturation fluence, 
which is a result of the strong and sharp absorption provided by the high density of 
states of an individual QD, and is also enhanced by the slow component of the 
device’s recovery dynamics. 
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Femtosecond operation has been previously demonstrated using QDs as saturable 
absorbers at 1.3 µm [11, 12], and in the work presented here fs pulses were generated 
at 1040 nm [1] using a QD-SESAM. 
 
3.4 Yb:KYW Mode Locked with a QD-SESAM 
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Fig. 3.2. (a) Diagram of QD-SESAM, QD-5-233 as was used in mode-locking experiments, 
(b) Measured low intensity reflectivity of QD-SESAM, QD-5-233. 
 
The QD-SESAM (QD-5-233) which was used for mode-locked experiments was 
grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) at ~600 °C. It consisted of three QD regions 
and a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR). The DBR was formed from 25 pairs of λ/4 
GaAs and Al0.9Ga0.1As layers, providing high reflectivity over the range 1010 nm –
 1100 nm. The three QD regions were separated by ~λ/4 GaAs layers, where λ is the 
wavelength in the layer, and each QD region consisted of three further QD layers 
separated by 20 nm thick GaAs spacers, creating an anti-resonant device. A simple 
schematic of the QD-SESAM is shown in fig. 3.2 (a). The QDs themselves were 
formed by depositing 9 periods of 0.075 nm InAs and 0.1 nm GaAs and the 
subsequent self-organized growth resulted in prismatic QDs of ~7 nm lateral size with 
a dot density of 5x1010 cm-2. The low reflectivity was measured with a Perkin Elmer 
Lambda 6000 spectrophotometer and the obtained data is presented in fig. 3.2 (b). It 
shows that the SESAM provided a peak absorption centred at around 1040 nm, with 
(a) 
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an estimated modulation depth when fully saturated of ~2.4 % and a maximum total 
absorption of 2.5 %. 
 
3.4.2 Laser Cavity and Mode-locked Performance 
 
A highly asymmetric z-fold cavity was built with a cavity design as illustrated in 
fig. 3.3. The gain medium was a 10 at. % doped 1.2 mm long Brewster cut 
Yb3+:KYW crystal. The cavity consisted of two curved mirrors with radii of curvature 
of 100 mm (M1) and 75 mm (M2), the QD-SESAM described above and an output 
coupler (OC) with a transmission of 3 %. The spot size on the SESAM was 200 µm. 
Second order dispersion was compensated for with an SF10 prism pair, where the 
prisms were separated by 50 cm. The pump source was a near-diffraction limited 













Fig. 3.3. Cavity arrangement for Yb:KYW laser when mode locked 
 
Excellent mode-locked results were achieved from this laser [1], with 200 fs pulses at 
107 MHz with 1.15 W of average output power. When operating in CW the output 
power was 1.8 W, showing a modest reduction upon insertion of the SESAM. By 
slight adjustment of the cavity even shorter pulses of 114 fs were obtained for 0.5 W 
average output power. The laser was stably mode locked when intracavity fluences 
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3.5 SESAM Characterisation 
 
3.5.1 Modelling of Fluence-Dependent SESAM Reflectivity. 
 
In order to effectively use and optimise SESAMs it is important to be able to 
characterise them accurately. The fluence-dependent non-linear reflectivity of a 
SESAM at a particular operating wavelength can be characterised by three of the 
important SESAM parameters: the linear reflectivity at zero pulse energy, Rlin; the 
non-saturable losses, δns; and the saturation fluence, Fsat. These parameters cannot be 
directly obtained, but must rather be extrapolated from a plot of the non-linear 
reflectivity. Correct extrapolation of these values requires precise measurement of the 
reflectivity curve and accurate modelling. A method and model for such 
characterisation of SESAMs was developed by Haiml [13], and this is implemented 
here for characterisation  of two novel QD-SESAMs. 
 
The band structure of a SESAM is approximated by a two-level system where 
intraband relaxation, trapping and recombination are assumed to be negligible. The 
model also assumes that the pulse is shorter than the recovery time of the device, 
whilst the device’s recovery time is less than the time between two consecutive 
pulses. The behaviour of a two level system is described by [14], with the result: 
 
 







 Eq. 3.2 
 
where t is time, σ is the absorption and emission cross sections (these are equal for a 
two level system), z is position in the direction of the beam propagation, h is Planck’s 
constant, ω is frequency of the incident light, I is intensity and α is the absorption co-
efficient. 
 
A microscopic definition of Fsat is given by [13]: 
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 Eq. 3.4 
 
The rate of change of intensity through a saturable absorber is given by: 
 
 
( , ) ( , ) ( , )dI z t z t I z t
dt
α= −  Eq. 3.5 
 
Solving Eq. 3.3 and Eq. 3.5 allows the pulse energy transmitted through a saturable 
absorber of length L to be calculated [15]. In a SESAM, as there is a high reflector 
contained within the device, the reflected pulse energy for an absorber of length L/2 is 
equivalent to the energy transmitted through a normal absorber of length L. Thus the 
reflectivity is given by [13]: 
 
 
( )ln 1 exp 1( ) linp R SR F S
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=  Eq. 3.6 
 
where Rlin is the reflectivity for zero incident pulse energy and S is the saturation 








=  Eq. 3.7 
 
Eq. 3.6 assumes that for infinitely high fluences the reflectivity reaches 100 %, but for 
a real device there will always be some residual losses, δns. Eq. 3.6 can be modified to 
account for this by using a scaling factor, Rns, where Rns = 1 - δns. 
 
 












=  Eq. 3.8 
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This was confirmed to be valid providing non-saturable losses were < 10 % [13], 
which is the case for SESAMs described herein. For higher losses the general form of 
Eq. 3.8 still applies, but there is a small increase in the apparent value of Fsat. Further 
deviations are also observed for very high fluences where non-linear processes such 
as two photon absorption begin to occur leading to a roll-over in the reflectivity curve. 
This can again easily be accounted for with a scaling factor, but was not necessary for 
the SESAMs considered in this work where no roll-over was observed. 
 









=  Eq. 3.9 
 
 
In a laser the spot has a Gaussian shape, and therefore the reflectivity needs to be 
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 Eq. 3.12 
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The total reflectivity of the SESAM for a Gaussian pulse requires integrating the 
reflectivity at a point, r, over the spatial energy distribution of the pulse. 
 
 ( ), ,
0
1( ) 2 ( ) ( )Gauss p p Gauss p Gauss
p




= ∫  Eq. 3.13 
 
Using Mathcad, Eq. 3.13 was fitted to experimental data obtained for two 
QD-SESAMs so that the properties of the devices could be characterised. The fitted 
functions gave sensible values for the parameters, δns, ∆R and Fsat. The fit deviation 
was small over a large fluence range indicating a good agreement between the 
experimental data and the fitted model. The method used to experimentally determine 
the SESAM’s reflectivity is now described. 
 
3.5.2 Experimental Set-up for Measuring Non-linear Reflectivity 
 
In order to determine the performance of a SESAM in a particular cavity a second 
laser with similar wavelength and pulse duration is required. Thus a second cavity 
was constructed with similar performance to that described in 3.4.1. This had a similar 
cavity to that shown in fig. 3.3, but M1 and M2 had radii of curvature of 100 mm and 
150 mm respectively and the QD-SESAM was replaced with a more typical 
QW-SESAM. The spot size incident on the SESAM was 150 µm. This laser produced 
a pulse centred at 1040.3 nm with a FWHM of 6.5 nm. The pulse duration from the 
laser was 198 fs and the repetition rate was 91.4 MHz. The spectrum and 
autocorrelation for this pulse are shown in fig. 3.4. 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        




















                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        




















Fig. 3.4. (a) Spectrum and (b) autocorrelation of pulse used for SESAM characterisation. 
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This laser was then used as the source for measuring the non-linear reflectivity in a 
simple set-up as illustrated in fig. 3.5. A half-waveplate was used together with a 
polarising beamsplitter to vary the incident pulse fluence, Fp, so that the reflectivity 
could be measured over a large fluence range. A 25 mm lens was used to focus the 
laser onto the SESAM, creating a spot radius on the SESAM of 13.5 µm at 1/e2. This 
was measured with a beam profiler, and the beam was confirmed to have a Gaussian 
shape, as required for the model developed in section 3.5.1. The QD-SESAM was 
placed at the focus and was angled to reflect the light along a deviated path, which 
was rotated from the incident beam by 33°. Ideally the measurements would have 
been taken under normal incidence, so as to minimise the reflectivity shift of the 
SESAM, and while this angle was as small as was practically possible with the 
available mounts it nevertheless represents rather a large departure from this scenario. 
However, given the close agreement of the low intensity reflectivity measurement 
with that from the spectrophotometer this shift was not believed to significantly alter 
the result. Furthermore, spectrophotometer measurements suggest the absorption does 
not significantly change up to angles of ~60º. A power meter was used to measure the 
incident and reflected power. 
 
 
Fig. 3.5. Set-up used to characterise QD-SESAM. HWP = half-waveplate. 
 







PF f wpi=  Eq. 3.14 
 
and the reflectivity was determined from the ratio of reflected power to incident 
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3.5.3 Characterisation of QD-SESAM, s-571-80QD 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        


















Fig. 3.6. Low intensity reflectivity of QD-SESAM, s571-80-QDs 
 
Before characterising the QD-SESAM (s-QD5-233) used for the mode-locked laser 
described in section 3.4.1 a second QD-SESAM (s-571-80QD) was characterised. 
This SESAM had 80 QD layers and thus a larger modulation depth which was easier 
to characterise. This was used as a sanity check that the experiment was performed 
correctly and that the fitted function gave accurate results. The reflectivity of the 
SESAM at a very low intensity was measured using a spectrophotometer, and this is 
shown in fig. 3.6. The linear reflectivity at 1040 nm is therefore estimated to be 
around 80 %, with a modulation depth of ~15 %. 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        



















Fig. 3.7. Reflectivity as a function of fluence for QD-SESAM, s571-80-QDs with experimental data 
points for the SESAM shown in black, and a fitted curve plotted in red defined by the parameters: 
78.8 % linear reflectivity; 6.8 % non-saturable losses; 37 µJcm-2 saturation fluence. 
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The experimental data for the reflectivity as a function of fluence, together with the 
modelled function are shown in fig. 3.7. The best fit was obtained when the SESAM 
key parameters in the model were set to be Rlin = 78.8 % Rns = 93.2 %, ∆R = 14.4 % 
(modulation depth) and Fsat = 37 µJcm-2, showing close agreement with those 
assumed from the low intensity measurement, and confirming the validity of the 
model. 
 
3.5.4 Characterisation of QD-SESAM, QD-5-233 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        















Fig. 3.8. Reflectivity as a function of fluence with data points for the QD-SESAM, QD-5-233, and a 
fitted curve shown by the red plot defined by: 97.45 % linear reflectivity; 0.2 % non-saturable losses; 
25 µJcm-2 saturation fluence. 
 
QD-5-233, the QD-SESAM described in 3.4.1, was then characterised using the same 
method. This was expected to be more difficult to measure, as the smaller modulation 
depth increases the significance of the measurement error. However, by taking several 
readings and averaging it was still possible to obtain a curve which could be used for 
characterisation. The experimental data and the model function are shown in fig. 3.8 
and give the key parameters of the SESAM as Rlin = 97.45 %, Rns = 99.8 %, 
∆R = 2.35 % and Fsat = 25 µJcm-2.  This compares very well with the expected 
modulation depth of 2.4 %, and linear reflectivity of 97.4 % which can be estimated 
from the low fluence graph shown in fig. 3.2 (b). 
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The deviation of the experimental data points from the fit was found to be very small, 
showing the suitability of this fit [13]. The very low non-saturable losses of 0.2 % are 
typical losses for a high reflecting Bragg structure, showing the non-saturable losses 
of the QD layers to be negligible. 
 
3.6 Channel Waveguides in a Quantum Dot Doped Glass 
 
Saturable absorbers can be used in either transmission or reflection, where the 
difference is only that of design. Here, ULI was used to inscribe a channel waveguide 
in a QD saturable absorber for use in transmission. Such a device has advantages 
which include the potential for integration with a channel waveguide gain material, 
and also a reduced average pulse saturation fluence as a result of the maintenance of 
high intensities over the entire sample length. This could enable mode locking to be 
more easily obtained. 
 
3.6.1 Quantum Dot Sample 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
























Fig. 3.9. Absorption coefficient of 3.2 nm PbS quantum dots in a silicate glass matrix. 
 
A 0.85 cm long silicate glass matrix containing PbS quantum dots was used as a 
sample for waveguide writing experiments [2]. The dot size was 3.2 nm providing a 
first excitonic absorption peak at around 1 µm. The absorption of the bulk sample was 
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measured with a Perkin Elmer spectrophotometer and is shown in fig. 3.9. It has 
strong absorption, of 2.87 cm-1 at the 800 nm writing wavelength. This is unusual for 
ultrafast laser inscription, as typically the writing wavelength is chosen to have 
negligible linear absorption. 
 
 
3.6.2 Waveguide Writing Conditions 
 
Waveguides were written at Heriot Watt University using a 5 kHz Ti:sapphire laser 
with 130 fs circularly polarised pulses in the set-up described in section 2.2. 
Forty-nine waveguides were written 200 µm below the glass surface. These were 
written with thirteen different pulse energies ranging from 12.6 µJ to 85.6 µJ at four 
different writing speeds: 0.1 mms-1, 0.2 mms-1, 0.4 mms-1 and 0.8 mms-1. The final set 
at 85.6 µJ was incomplete due to restrictions on the sample size. 
 
3.6.3 Waveguide Loss Measurements 
 
Waveguide losses were estimated using the simple transmission technique as 
described in section 2.3. A 980 nm InGaAs fibre coupled laser diode was used as the 
source for the measurements. The bulk glass sample has an absorption co-efficient of 
2.11 cm-1 at this wavelength, corresponding to 7.8 dB of loss over the crystal length 
after subtracting Fresnel losses. Guiding was observed in all samples written at pulse 
energies greater than 24 µJ, irrespective of writing speed, with the exception of six 
structures which were not able to guide (written at 45.6 µJ and 53.6 µJ). The poor 
performance of these structures was due to the poor quality of the glass in the 
concerned vicinity, rather than as a result of the writing conditions.  
 
The best waveguide was found to be formed with 74 µJ pulse energy at the lowest 
writing velocity, 0.1 mms-1. The best coupling was obtained when using a 16× 
objective to collimate the laser source followed by a 25 mm lens to focus the light into 
the waveguide. This gave a e-2 spot size radius of 7 µm. The guided mode had a radius 
of 11 µm, which was Gaussian and symmetric as illustrated in fig. 3.10. Assuming 
negligible coupling loss and subtracting Fresnel losses, the waveguide loss at 980 nm 
was determined to be 8 dB over the sample length. The next challenge was to separate 
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the absorption from the propagation loss. This was to enable estimation of the 
propagation loss for the waveguide, but also to determine whether or not the quantum 
dots were preserved during the writing process. 
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Fig. 3.10. (a) Image of guided mode. (b) Horizontal profile of guided mode, showing a waist (e-2 
radius) of 11 µm. 
 
Losses were therefore measured at 1550 nm, away from the absorption peak of the 
quantum dots, to establish an estimate for the waveguide propagation loss. A source 
of amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) was used for this measurement, using the 
same transmission method previously described. At this wavelength the absorption 
over the 0.85 cm length of glass is only 0.26 dB. A 30× objective was used to 
collimate the source and a 10× objective was used to focus into the waveguide, giving 
a spot radius of 12 µm. Assuming 100 % coupling efficiency, the waveguide 
propagation losses were 2.5 dB over the sample length (0.68 cm-1 or 2.9 dBcm-1). 
Using this as an estimate for the propagation losses at 980 nm, the absorption losses 
can be estimated at 5.5 dB, or 1.5 cm-1. This shows that there has been some 
modification to the quantum dots as a result of the direct writing, reducing the 
absorption characteristics of the device, and thus also the modulation depth. Further 
experiments are necessary to determine whether the relaxation rate is also modified. 
Regardless of the outcome, this is still an important first step towards the creation of a 
waveguide saturable absorber which could be used for creating fully integrated and 
pulsed waveguide lasers. 
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3.7 Conclusions and Future Outlook 
 
In conclusion, a set-up and model for accurately characterising the key parameters of 
a SESAM’s non-linear reflectivity has been described. This allowed the 
characterisation of a novel QD-SESAM which was used to generate fs pulses from an 
Yb:KYW laser. The QD-SESAM was found to have a non-saturable loss of only 
0.2 % and a saturation fluence of only 25 µJcm-2, which is significantly lower than the 
100 µJcm-2 saturation fluence of anti-resonant QW-SESAMs [1]. In the future such a 
device could be integrated in a waveguide Yb:tungstate laser to create a compact and 
efficient ultrafast laser source. Currently, QD-SESAMs are only available as high 
reflectors, and are therefore not ideal for use in monolithic cavities. However, 
recently, output-coupling QW-SESAMs have been demonstrated [16, 17], and are 
now even commercially available (as described in section 4.6). Thus it is anticipated 
that output-coupling QD-SESAMs may also soon be available, characterised by fast 
relaxation times, low non-saturable losses and low saturation fluences, and therefore 
suitable for ultrafast pulse generation through integration with waveguide lasers. The 
first examples of QD-glass channel waveguides formed by ULI were also described. 
The propagation losses were estimated to be rather high at 2.9 dBcm-1, and the 
absorption coefficient was reduced with respect to the bulk, suggesting some 
modification to the QDs within the inscribed region. However, this was an important 
first step towards fabrication of channel waveguides in saturable absorbers for future 
integration with waveguide lasers. 
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Chapter 4 




Several methods are available for the creation of crystalline waveguides (see 
section 1.7). One of the best developed methods is that of Liquid Phase Epitaxy 
(LPE). This technique has been used here, in a collaboration between ourselves and 
two Institutes in Minsk1,2, to create an Yb:KYW planar waveguide for use as a laser 
gain medium. Initially, a 100 µm layer of Yb:KYW was grown on a crystal of 
undoped KYW. The crystal was used in a bulk cavity configuration, so that the 
quality of the layer and its suitability as a laser gain material could be assessed. Based 
on the feedback of this characterisation, a 14 µm layer of Yb:KYW was grown on an 
undoped KYW crystal, creating an Yb:KYW planar waveguide. This waveguide was 
used as the gain material in the first demonstration of a compact, monolithic cavity, 
LPE-grown Yb:KYW planar waveguide laser, and lasing with high efficiencies and 
low thresholds were achieved [1]. Using an output coupling SESAM, Q-switching 
was also observed from the LPE-grown planar waveguide. This was the first example 
of Q-switching from such a device. 
 
4.2 Growth of Yb:KYW on KYW by LPE 
 
A brief description of LPE was provided in section 1.7, but the particular application 
of this technique to Yb-doped tungstates is outlined here. The similarity of the ionic 
radii of Yb and Y (see section 1.3.1) means that Yb:KYW and KYW have similar 
lattices which make them very compatible and suitable for growth by LPE. Indeed, it 
is possible to grow  crack-free layers with Yb doping concentrations as high as 15 % 
[2].  Since   KYbW  and  KYW  are  isostructural  the  refractive  index  of   Yb:KYW 
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increases linearly with doping concentration [3]. However, this linear increase is fairly 
small and therefore the disadvantage of working with these materials is the similarity 
of their refractive indices. Waveguides grown with these materials have a limited 
numerical aperture, even with 15 % doping. This low numerical aperture can be 
overcome by co-doping the layer with other rare-earth/trivalent ions in order to 
increase the refractive index contrast. However, since the lattice structure of Yb:KYW 
is already similar to the seed lattice, one needs to ensure that the addition of further 
ions to the layer does not also reduce the quality of the layer due to a higher lattice 
mismatch. By careful tailoring of the different co-dopants it is possible to grow layers 
which simultaneously have high numerical apertures and a low lattice mismatch. This 
has successfully been employed to create high quality layers with a large numerical 
aperture [4, 5]. 
 
The single-crystalline layers of Yb:KYW grown for lasing experiments were grown 
on the (010) plane of α-KYW crystals of 3 mm and 4 mm length. Crystal forming 
oxide concentrations of less than 24 mol. % were used, and the supercooling 
temperatures were in the range of 0.8 K to 1.5 K. Growth was performed at a rate of 
0.6 µm/min to 1.2 µm/min. In the 3 mm crystal the Yb doping level was 10 at. % and 
in the 4 mm crystal it was 3 at. %. Initially, a 100 µm layer was grown on the 3 mm 
long crystal. This was Brewster cut, and the facets of the waveguides were polished 
for lasing experiments. The laser performance of the layer was characterised, 
providing feedback on the layer quality to our collaborators in Minsk. A 14 µm layer 
was then grown on the 4 mm long plane-plane cut crystal, and the facets were 
polished flat for laser experiments. This planar waveguide was used in a laser cavity 
to construct the first monolithic LPE grown Yb:KYW laser [1]. Based on the 3 % 
doping level, the refractive index contrast was estimated to be ~1×10-3 [3], which is 
able to support two transverse modes along the Np axis at 1000 nm. Future work on 
creating integrated devices may, however, involve co-doping and/or overgrowing the 
doped layer with an undoped layer to provide tighter and more symmetric 
confinement. This would allow higher efficiencies and full integration of the laser 
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4.3 Lasing from 100 µm Yb:KYW Layer 
 
The pump source for this laser was a linearly polarised fibre-coupled InGaAs laser 
diode with diffraction limited output operating at 981 nm with a maximum output 
power approaching 500 mW, as described in section 2.3.1. A ×30 microscope 
objective collimated the pump light, and a 63 mm lens was used to end-pump the 
Yb(10 at. %):KYW layer, providing a pump spot size of 29 µm (e-2 diameter). Before 
constructing a laser cavity around the crystal, the pump transmission through the 
crystal as a function of incident pump power was measured. This allowed the 
absorbed pump power to be inferred for calculations of slope efficiencies and laser 
performance. The transmission as a function of incident pump power is shown in 
fig. 4.1. The behaviour shown is typical, as the absorption becomes saturated at high 
pumping due to the depopulation of the ground state. This leads to the transmission 
increasing as the pump power increases until a point of rollover. 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        






















Fig. 4.1. Percentage of transmitted pump as a function of incident pump power. This shows absorption 
saturation at high pump powers as the ground level becomes depopulated. 
 




















Fig. 4.2. Assymmtric 4-mirror laser cavity design for the 100 µm thick LPE layer planar waveguide 
gain material. An InGaAs laser diode is used as the pump source. All other elements are as listed in the  
following table (4.1). 
 
Cavity property Symbol Value 
Distance from output 
coupler (OC) to first 
curved mirror (M1) 
D1 490 mm 
Radius of curvature of M1 R1 50 mm 
M1 fold angle θ 16° 
Distance from M1 to 
crystal D2 25.1 mm 
Crystal length L 3 mm 
Distance from crystal to 
second curved mirror (M2) D3 37.26 mm 
Radius of curvature of M2 R2 75 mm 
M2 fold angle φ 16° 
Distance from M2 to end 
mirror (M3) D4 420 mm 
Focal length of lens (F1) F1 63 mm 
Focal length of objective 
(Obj1) F2 6.2 mm 
 
Table 4.1. Parameters used in the 4-mirror asymmetric cavity design, relating to the figure illustrated in 
fig. 4.2. 
 
A schematic of the standard four mirror asymmetric cavity design is shown in fig. 4.2 
and the associated parameters are outlined in table 4.1. A variety of output couplers 
were used to assess the performance of the layer. The exact output coupling of each 
θ 
φ 
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output coupler, at the laser operation wavelength, was later determined using a Perkin 
Elmer Lambda 950 spectrophotometer and the values are shown in fig. 4.3. The 
Brewster angle for the crystal was 63.4° and the cavity waist in the crystal had an e-2 
diameter of 30 µm. The laser cavity was built as close to this geometry as possible, 
with fine adjustment of crystal and mirror positions until lowest lasing threshold and 
highest output power was achieved. The lasing results for are shown in fig. 4.3 and 
summarised in table 4.2. 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        























Absorbed Pump Power (mW)
 0.67 % output coupling
 0.72 % output coupling
 2.69 % output coupling
 5.93 % output coupling
 10.3 % output coupling
 18.3 % output coupling
 









1039.6 1038.6 1035.9 1030.9 1029.6 1028.7 
Slope   
efficiency (%) 20.6 24.5 48.3 63.5 66.4 69.2 
 
Table 4.2. Summary of Yb:KYW thin-film laser results. 
 
It is clear from these results that the lasing wavelength decreases as higher value 
output couplers are used. This behaviour is typical of quasi-three-level lasers, and can 
be attributed to the pump-dependence of the gain profiles at threshold [6-9]. 
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The maximum output power achieved was 224 mW, for only 431 mW absorbed pump 
power, and the corresponding slope efficiency was 69.2 %. There was no sign of 
rollover of the laser output, implying significantly higher output powers could be 
achieved with higher pumping. The lowest threshold was 53 mW absorbed pump 
power and this was obtained with 0.67 % output coupling. 
 
Using these results it was simple to calculate the losses in the waveguide by means of 








= +  Eq. 4.1 
 
The relevant plot is shown in fig. 4.4, where errors are estimated based on the 
deviation of points from the fitted straight line. 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        








 = 80 % ± 7 %
δ = 1.8 % ± 0.2 %
α = 0.030 cm-1 ± 0.003 cm-1
αdB = 0.13 dBcm
-1



















Fig. 4.4. A Caird plot for the 100 µm LPE-grown Yb:KYW laser, allowing the intrinsic slope 
efficiency and losses to be calculated. 
 
The losses of 0.03 cm-1, or 0.13 dBcm-1, are very low and comparable to those of bulk 
Yb:KYW crystals, showing the suitability of LPE for growing single crystalline 
layers. These losses are likely to be due to small amounts of scattering due to defects 
or absorption from impurities. Feedback was given to collaborators in Minsk to enable 
them to improve the growth of their thin films. The laser performance of this 
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crystalline layer is comparable to the performance of bulk devices [10] and shows the 
potential for creating a waveguide laser using this technique. 
 
4.4 Lasing from 14 µm Yb:KYW Planar Waveguide 
 
For the planar waveguide experiments the 3 % doped, 4 mm long plane-plane crystal 
was used, with a 14 µm single-crystalline layer of Yb:KYW grown on top of undoped 
KYW. The same InGaAs single-mode laser diode as used in previous experiments 
(section 2.3) was used as a pump source, although the pumping geometry was 
different. A ×30 microscope objective collimated the pump light, which was then 
polarised horizontally, corresponding to the crystallo-optic Nm axis. This is close to 
the crystallographic a axis, to make use of the strong pump absorption for this axis in 
Yb:KYW (see section 1.3.4). The polarised beam was passed through a Faraday 
Isolator to prevent back reflections from the plane-cut crystal damaging the laser 
diode. The Faraday Isolator reduced the incident pump by around 15 %. A range of 
microscope objectives and lenses with focal lengths ranging from 8 mm – 25 mm 
were investigated for coupling into the planar waveguide. The best performance was 
achieved when using a ×10 objective, which had a 15.4 mm focal length and provided 
a pump spot beam diameter of 18 µm. 
 
When constructing the waveguide laser cavity a different resonator design was used. 
One of the main advantages of a waveguide geometry is the possibility to construct a 
compact monolithic laser system. Thus, rather than use a bulky four mirror cavity, a 
simple plane-plane cavity was constructed. Very thin coated fused silica substrates 
were used as mirrors. The input mirror was coated for high transmission at 980 nm 
and high reflection at 1010 nm – 1100 nm mirrors. Although the mirrors were 
designed for an air-mirror interface, the mirrors performed equally well when in 
contact with the waveguide facet using index matching fluid (n = 1.303). Similarly 
thin output couplers with transmissions of 1 %, 3 % and 5 % in the region 1010 nm –
1100 nm were grown on fused silica substrates, and the output couplers were also 
either held near the output facet on a mount, or placed in contact with the waveguide 
facet using fluorinert, creating a simple monolithic plane-plane cavity. A × 10 
objective was used to collimate the output from the cavity, and the laser output was 
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separated from any residual pump using a dichroic beamsplitter. This set-up is 
















Fig. 4.5. Monolithic laser cavity design. Pumping is from an InGaAs laser diode at 980 nm, with an M 2 
of 1. Objpump = ×30 microscope objective; Obj1 and Obj2 = ×10 microscope objective; HWP = 
half-waveplate; FI = Faraday Isolator; M1 = incoupling mirror, HT at 980 nm and HR 1010-1100 nm; 
waveguide is 3 at. % doped Yb:KYW on bulk KYW crystal; M2 = output coupler; DM = dichroic 
mirror, HT at 980 nm, HR 1010-1100 nm at 45°. Crystallograpic axes are as labelled. 
 
No active cooling of the sample was used. By cooling the sample it is envisioned that 
lower thresholds could be achieved, as there would be lower population of the lower 
laser level leading to reduced re-absorption losses. However, cooling would 
complicate the system, and this cavity design shows the ability of this material to lase 
in an extremely simple cavity configuration. 
 
An upper limit on the absorbed pump power was calculated by comparing the 
throughput power when launched into the doped region to that of the bulk undoped 
region in a similar way to that described by Pelenc et al. [11], as described in section 
2.3.4. The slope efficiencies quoted are therefore a lower limit, and the performance 
could in fact be slightly better than that quoted. From the graph in fig. 4.6, which 
shows the transmitted pump power as a function of incident pump power, it may seem 
as though the absorbed pump power should decrease with increasing pump power. 
However, it has been shown this is not the case, and once laser threshold is reached 
the absorbed pump power remains approximately constant [12]. This is because the 
stimulated emission frees upper energy levels, preventing the absorption from 
experiencing further saturation. 
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Fig. 4.6. Transmitted pump power as a function of incident pump power for Yb:KYW planar 
waveguide 
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Fig. 4.7. Output power as a function of absorbed pump power for three different output couplers. 
 
The observed results of threshold, maximum output power, wavelength and slope 
efficiency are shown in fig. 4.7 and summarised in table 4.3. As is clear from the 
table, the Yb:KYW planar waveguide laser constructed with the 1.2 % output coupler 
gave a low lasing threshold of only 40 mW, which is the lowest reported for an 
Yb:KYW laser, showing the advantage that waveguide confinement can offer even 
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when only in one dimension as in the planar waveguide case. The maximum output 
power of 148 mW for 340 mW absorbed pump and the 62 % slope efficiency 
measured with the 4.1 % output-coupled monolithic planar waveguide laser is 
comparable to the 160 mW and 63.8 % slope efficiency realised with 6 % output 
coupling in the four-mirror cavity described in section 4.3. The longer lasing 
wavelengths are a result of reduced intracavity losses, which are most likely a result 
of reduced re-absorption loss in the 3 % doped crystal compared to the 10 % doping 
used previously. 
 
Measured output coupling 1.2 % 2.9 % 4.1 % 
Threshold of absorbed pump 
power (mW) 40 70 80 
Maximum output power 
(mW) 90 126 148 
Slope efficiency (%) 34 54 62 
Wavelength (nm) 1044 1041 1039 
 
Table 4.3. Summary of Yb:KYW planar waveguide laser results. 
 
To enable fuller analysis of this waveguide’s lasing performance further output 
couplers were also used. These were not thin fused silica substrates, as used before, 
but were standard laser quality mirrors from LaserOptic GmbH, with measured 
transmissions of 1.7 %, 10.3 % or 18.4 % at the lasing wavelength. The performance 
was also quickly checked with standard 1 % and 4 % output couplers to ensure similar 
results were obtained with the two different mirror sets, and this was found to be the 
case. These output couplers were too heavy to be held on by surface tension, and so 
mounts were used to hold them against the crystal facet instead. However, all other 
aspects of the cavity design remained the same. The best performance was observed 
with the 10.3 % output coupler, where an output power as high as 190 mW was 
observed for 340 mW absorbed pump power, with a 76 % slope efficiency. Using the 
18.4 % output coupler at the lasing wavelength, the power dropped significantly, and 
so this output coupling was evidently too high to efficiently generate power from this 
laser. The results for all the output couplers used with the 14 µm LPE waveguide laser 
are presented in fig. 4.8 and summarised in table 4.4. 
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Absorbed pump power (mW)
 1.2 % output coupler
 1.7 % output coupler
 2.9 % output coupler
 4.1 % output coupler
 10.3 % output coupler
 18.4 % output coupler
 
Fig. 4.8. Output power as a function of absorbed pump power for 1.2 %, 1.7 %, 2.9 %, 4.1 %, 10.3 % 








40 70 70 80 75 240 
Maximum output 
power (mW) 90 112 126 148 190 43 
Slope efficiency (%) 34 45 51 62 76 39 
Wavelength (nm) 1044 1039 1041 1039 1038 1035 
 
Table 4.4.  Summary of 14 µm planar waveguide Yb:KYW lasing results for various output couplers. 
 
A Caird plot (see section 2.3.6) was plotted with these results to determine the losses 
and intrinsic slope efficiency of this material. This plot is shown in fig. 4.9. An 
excellent intrinsic slope efficiency of ~90 % was obtained, close to the quantum 
defect of ~95 %. The losses are also extremely low at around 0.1 dBcm-1, showing the 
excellent quality of waveguides grown by this technique, where the losses are 
essentially the same as those in bulk Yb:KYW [10]. 
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η0 = 90 % ± 8 %
δ = 1.9 % over 8 mm ± 0.2 %
α = 0.023 cm-1 ± 0.003 cm-1
αdB = 0.10 dBcm
-1


















Fig. 4.9. A Caird plot for the 14 µm LPE-grown Yb:KYW laser, allowing the intrinsic slope efficiency 
and losses to be calculated. 
 
To determine the size of the cavity mode two identical 50 mm lenses were used to 
form an image of the end facet. The residual pump was found to be negligible, but to 
ensure it was only the laser profile rather than the pump profile which was being 
viewed, a high reflecting mirror at 980 nm, which had around 40 % transmission at 
the lasing wavelength was used to block all pump light. The laser profile was then 
observed with a beam profiler, and the imaged waist, corresponding to the profile at 
the output facet, was found to be elliptical with e-2 diameters of 14 µm and 80 µm 
along the Np and Nm axes respectively. The M 2 for the Np axis was measured to be 
around 1.2, while the beam quality along the Nm axis was greater than 10. This poor 
performance of the Nm axis is typical of planar waveguides. 
 
4.5 Q-switching from 14 µm Yb:KYW Planar Waveguide 
 
Once the CW performance of the LPE-grown crystalline Yb:KYW layer had been 
assessed, attention was turned to the generation of pulses. Two output coupling 
SESAMs (OC-SESAMs) were purchased from Batop: SOC-1040-1.0-0 and 
SOC-1040-3-0, which have the characteristics shown in table 4.5. The reflectivity 
curves for the SESAMs were drawn using the Mathcad model described in Chapter 3, 
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and are shown in fig. 4.10. In order to produce pulses from the cavity, the output 
coupler from the CW cavity was simply replaced with an OC-SESAM. 
 
SESAM property at 
1040nm SOC-1040-1.0-0 SOC-1040-3-0 
Modulation depth (∆R) 0.6 % 1.8 % 
Non-saturable loss (δns) 0.4 % 1.2 % 
Transmission (TOC) 1.5 % 0.4 % 
Saturation fluences (Fsat) 90 µJcm-2 90 µJcm-2 
Relaxation time (τrelax) < 10 ps < 10 ps 
 
Table 4.5. Properties of output coupling SESAMs used for Q-switching experiments. 
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Fig. 4.10. Non-linear reflectivity curves for (a) SOC-1040-1.0-0 and (b) SOC-1040-3-0 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        









































                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        











































Fig. 4.11. Results for the Q-switched laser using the SOC-1040-3-0 output-coupling SESAM showing 
(a) repetition rate and average output power and (b) pulse duration and pulse energy as a function of 
absorbed pump power. 
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The SOC-1040-3-0 Q-switched laser produced a maximum output power of 5.5 mW, 
at a repetition rate of 370 kHz. The repetition rate increased with increasing pump 
power, as expected for a Q-switched laser [13]. The pulse duration decreased with 
increasing pump power to a value of around 165 ns, which was measured with a fast 
detector and a 2 GHz oscilloscope. These results are shown in fig. 4.11. 
 
The highest output power was achieved when using SOC-1040-1.0-0. In this case 
stable Q-switching was achieved with an average output power as high as 33 mW and 
a threshold of under 100 mW absorbed pump power. The pulse repetition frequency 
increased with pump power up to a maximum of 722 kHz. The pulse duration 
decreased with increasing pump power to a minimum duration of 170 ns. 
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Fig. 4.12. Results for the Q-switched laser using SOC-1040-1.0-0 SESAM showing (a) repetition rate 
and average output power and (b) pulse duration and pulse energy as a function of absorbed pump 
power. 
 
The maximum pulse energy was calculated to be 44 nJ, and the peak power from the 
Q-switched laser was therefore 250 mW. The central laser wavelength from the 
Q-switched LPE planar waveguide laser was 1040 nm, with a spectral bandwidth of 
0.1 nm. The results obtained with this SESAM are shown in fig. 4.12. 
 








 Eq. 4.2 
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The cavity round-trip time, τRT, is 53 ps, and so when using SOC-1040-1.0-0 for 
Q-switching, with a modulation depth of 0.6 %, it may seem as though the pulse 
duration of the laser should be only ~30 ns, much shorter than that observed. 
However, the low pulse energy, together with a long pulse duration and mode area of 
~900 µm2, means that the device is not completely saturated and the full modulation 
depth is not utilised, resulting in longer pulses. 
 
As a consequence of the low intensity incident on the OC-SESAM it was not possible 
to obtain mode locking. However, in a channel waveguide with similar performance 
the pulse fluence would be much higher, and could be enough to generate some 
ultrashort pulses. Therefore, by realising efficient channel waveguides, a mode-locked 
channel waveguide laser can be attained. The OC-SESAMs used here were designed 
with small modulation depths so that they would be suitable for ultrashort pulse 
generation. However, to optimise the Q-switched performance from this cavity a 
different SESAM design could be used which is more suitable to the production of 
stable Q-switching, such as larger modulation depth [15]. 
 









Fig. 4.13. Illustration of configuration used to create a partially unstable cavity. 
 
Unstable cavity arrangements have previously been identified as being good options 
for extracting the maximum output power from a laser, while simultaneously 
optimising its beam quality [16]. By partially covering the guiding area with a high 
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reflector mirror or an output-coupling SESAM along the Nm axis direction, a partially 
geometrically unstable resonator was formed (fig. 4.13). 
 
When using a small piece of high reflector to form the unstable cavity a maximum 
output power of 93 mW, and a slope efficiency of 45 % were obtained, with a 
threshold of around 100 mW. The laser operated around 1037 nm. The output power 
as a function of absorbed pump power is shown in fig. 4.14. 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        


















Absorbed pump power (mW)
 
Fig. 4.14. Output power for a partially unstable cavity, formed using a high reflecting mirror that is 
only partially covering the waveguide gain material. 
 
The slope efficiency of an unstable resonator depends on the output coupling in the 
same manner as a stable resonator [17]. Thus the slope efficiency of 45 % implies an 
output coupling close to 2 %, as can be noted from table 4.4.  The higher absorbed 
pump power threshold and lower lasing wavelength compared to the results in table 
4.4 imply increased losses, presumably as a result of scattering from the rough edge 
on the high reflecting mirror.  
 
An interesting property of unstable cavities is that the output coupling depends on the 
magnification of the cavity, rather than the Fresnel number of the resonator, and thus 
has little dependence on the position of the mirror used to form the unstable cavity 
[18]. This was indeed found to be the case, as can be seen in fig. 4.15, where the 
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maximum power remains fairly constant over more than a millimetre of mirror 
translation along the Nm axis. The approximate position of the mirror edge compared 
to the centre of the pump beam was estimated by imaging the end facet, but the 
relative translation of the mirror is accurately known. 
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relative to centre of pump beam (mm)
 
Fig. 4.15. Maximum output power from the unstable cavity as the high reflecting mirror is translated 
along the unstable axis. 
 
The beam profile was clearly seen to be poor both in the near- and far-field. Even 
though it is possible to obtain excellent beam profiles from unstable laser cavities, this 
requires care in the design of the cavity. A large magnification is required in the 
resonator in order to have good mode discrimination leading to a good far-field beam 
pattern [19]. For an unstable resonator with low magnification there is a broad 
distribution of side lobes with only a fraction of the energy contained within the 
central lobe [20]. This can clearly be seen in models of the far-field beam pattern of 
unstable resonators with various Fresnel numbers and values of magnification, shown 
for example in Siegman’s Lasers [21]. There, it is shown that the Fresnel number has 
little impact on the far-field beam profile, whilst the magnification significantly 
changes the number and distribution of side lobes. For the examples shown in [21] a 
magnification of 10 produces a central lobe containing more than 70 % of the total 
power but a magnification of 1.42 gives a beam with many side lobes and only ~15 % 
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of the total power is contained in the central lobe. The cavity constructed here had an 
output coupling of ~2 %, which corresponds to a magnification of only ~1.02. This 
value can be expected given that a plane-plane cavity was constructed, producing 
minimal magnification. The low value of magnification explains the poor quality of 
the far-field beam pattern. Methods for improving this will be discussed in the 
conclusions. 
 
Very similar performances – in terms of average output power, slope efficiency and 
threshold – were obtained when using the SESAM rather than the high reflecting 
mirror, but with Q-switched rather than CW performance. The repetition rates and 
pulse durations were similar to those seen in the stable cavity. Using SOC-1040-1.0-0 
an average output power of 87 mW was obtained, which was almost a three-fold 
increase of average power compared to the stable resonator. The slope efficiency was 
49 % and the laser operated at 1035 nm. 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        











































                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        












































Fig. 4.16. Q-switched results from unstable cavity formed using SOC-1040-3-0. Very similar results 
were obtained with SOC-1040-1.0-0. 
 
A similar average power of 92 mW with a 47 % slope efficiency was found when 
using SOC-1040-3-0 which is a dramatic increase compared with only 5.5 mW when 
using the same SESAM in a stable cavity configuration. In this case the lasing 
wavelength was centred at 1035 nm. The repetition rate at the maximum pump power 
level was 673 kHz, and the pulse duration was around 175 ns, showing little variation 
from the results obtained with the stable cavity. The pulse energy was 140 nJ and the 
peak power reached 794 mW. The results obtained are summarised in fig. 4.16.  
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4.7 Conclusions and Future Work 
 
In this chapter, the development of planar waveguide lasers based on LPE-grown 
Yb:KYW have been presented. This has culminated in the demonstration of the first 
diode-pumped, monolithic, LPE-grown planar waveguide Yb:KYW laser [1]. This 
operated around 1040 nm with output powers up to 148 mW, and slope efficiencies 
exceeding 62 %, approaching those of bulk lasers. The propagation losses from this 
planar waveguide were ~0.1 dBcm-1 at 1 µm. Low thresholds ~40 mW were observed, 
which is the lowest threshold observed in an Yb:KYW laser, emphasising the 
advantage of a waveguide configuration for quasi-three-level systems. Using a 
standard 10.3 % output coupler, output powers of 190 mW were observed with an 
excellent slope efficiency of 76 %. This result should be attainable in the monolithic 
cavity arrangement with the fabrication of a suitable output coupler.  
 
Stable Q-switching was observed by using a saturable absorber in the cavity. A 
maximum average output power of 33 mW was obtained, with pulse energies of 44 nJ 
at 722 kHz, and with 170 ns pulse durations. 
 
Finally, the benefits of using a partially unstable cavity could be seen as average 
output power and maximum pulse energy of the Q-switched laser increased 
dramatically, to 92 mW and 140 nJ respectively. The beam quality was not, however, 
found to improve, and this was a result of the low cavity magnification. One way to 
improve the beam quality of the laser would be to use an increased magnification by 
using a negative branch cavity, but this is not easily achievable in a monolithic device. 
Another option would be to use a variable reflectivity end mirror which can offer 
excellent mode discrimination [22], however these mirrors must be specially designed 
and fabricated and are not readily available. A third option is the creation of channel 
waveguides, which can easily produce excellent beam profiles in both axes, and if low 
losses are achieved then channel waveguides have the additional advantages of 
reduced lasing thresholds. 
 
Mode-locked pulses could potentially be achieved from such a cavity, which would 
see the advent of a monolithic Yb:KYW femtosecond waveguide laser, and would 
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thus be an exciting development in the field of ultrafast optics. The limiting factor 
thus far in the demonstration of such a laser is the failure to saturate the SESAM used 
in the cavity. However, if the SESAM were to be saturated, which could be 
achievable with good quality channel waveguides or by using SESAMs with lower 
saturation fluences, then mode-locked femtosecond pulses would be seen from such a 
laser for the first time. 
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Chapter 5 




The technique of ultrafast laser inscription (ULI) has been introduced as a method for 
creating crystalline channel waveguides [1, 2] and an overview of this technique was 
described in Chapter 1. The experimental set-up used to write the structures was 
described in Chapter 2, and some results of channel waveguides fabricated in a 
Quantum Dot doped glass were presented in Chapter 3. The technique has previously 
been employed to create lasing crystalline channel waveguides in LiF at 707 nm [3] 
and Nd:YAG [4-6] around 1 µm. In 2008 Raman gain was demonstrated in ULI 
channel waveguides of undoped KGdW [7], and in 2007 channel waveguides were 
fabricated in Yb:KYW but the resulting waveguides were not able to support lasing 
[8]. In this chapter the first examples of lasing in channel waveguides of Yb:KGdW 
and Yb:KYW are presented [9]. The samples were fabricated by Dr Robert Thomson 
at Heriot Watt University and the sample analysis and laser experiments were 
performed by myself at the University of St Andrews. 
 




Fig. 5.1. Diagram of Yb:KGdW and Yb:KYW crystal illustrating the crystallographic axes, the 







L = 9 mm 
+ve 
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ULI was used to transversally write waveguides along the c axis of crystalline 
Yb(5 at. %):KGdW and Yb(5 at. %):KYW, as shown in fig. 5.1. The samples had 
dimensions of 2(b)×10(a)×10(c) mm3 and 1(b)×10(a)×10(c) mm3 respectively. The 
inscription set-up was as described in section 2.2 using the Yb:fibre laser as the 
writing source. When using ULI in crystalline media the written track usually 
manifests itself as a lower index barrier, and so pairs of modified tracks were 
inscribed in order to enclose the waveguide in a well-defined region and to create 
symmetric waveguides. A schematic illustrating the principle of this technique is 
presented in fig. 5.2. This technique had previously been shown to improve 
confinement and waveguide performance [8]. Writing was performed to within less 
than 500 µm of the crystal facets, and the crystals were polished back to reveal the 





Fig. 5.2. Schematic illustration of typical guiding regions found in ULI crystal waveguides, where 
written filaments are shown in grey, and guiding regions are shown in red. (a) and (b) show typical 
guiding areas in a region surrounding the written volume. The exact position of the guiding areas can 
vary with crystal, writing parameters and guiding polarisation. (c) shows the proposed writing scheme, 
utilising two parallel tracks to create a symmetric and more confined guiding region. This has 
previously been demonstrated to improve guiding results [8]. 
 
As explained in section 1.7 there are many writing parameters which are known to 
affect the performance of the waveguides, and thus substantial work is required to 
optimise the writing conditions. The waveguides reported here were fabricated with a 
constant writing wavelength of 1064 nm; repetition rate of 500 kHz; 1.3 ps pulse 
duration; 6 mms-1 writing velocity and 20× focusing objective. The varied parameters 
were the pulse energy, writing polarisation, scan separation, and writing direction. 
The incident pulse energy was varied from 296 nJ – 558 nJ in Yb:KGdW and 252 nJ –
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 578 nJ in Yb:KYW in steps of approximately 20 nJ. In the case of Yb:KGdW 
structures were inscribed 430 µm below the surface using linear polarisation, which 
was polarised along either the a or c axis, with scan separations ranging from 10 µm 
to 25 µm in 5 µm steps, and also using circular polarisation with scan separations 
varying from 20 µm to 35 µm. After inscribing the structures in Yb:KGdW it was 
noted that linear polarisation resulted in catastrophic crystal damage and so in 
Yb:KYW circular polarisation was used for all structures. Structures were inscribed 
360 µm below the crystal’s surface. 
 
The effect of writing direction on waveguide performance was also investigated, with 
pairs of tracks being written by translating the sample in the negative c axis direction 
as well as the positive direction for each pulse energy, scan separation and 
polarisation. At the time the experiments were performed the scan direction had 
recently been shown to affect the waveguide quality, but the reason for this was not 
known. This effect has now been attributed to wavefront tilt [10]. Unfortunately, as 
this was not the known cause at the time, the wavefront tilt during writing was not 
recorded. Therefore, although a difference in performance is evident between the two 
writing conditions, a quantitative measure of the cause of this is not. A total of 176 
structures were written in the Yb:KYW crystal, and 168 structures in Yb:KGdW. The 
writing conditions used for each of these structures are presented in a table in 
Appendix A. In the following sections of this chapter the waveguiding behaviour is 
presented, together with results from lasing structures and selected non-lasing 
structures. 
 
5.3 Experimental Procedures 
 
5.3.1 Identifying Crystal Modification and Guiding Regions 
 
The first task was to determine the positions of the structures and the energies needed 
to modify the crystal. This was simply done by imaging the crystal’s end facets with a 
CCD camera and 50× objective under incoherent white light illumination from a 
tungsten lightbulb. 
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Guiding regions were then identified using the 980 nm InGaAs laser diode described 
in section 2.3. Although this wavelength corresponds to an absorption peak of the 
crystals, the power available from the diode was sufficient to saturate the crystal 
absorption and so guiding structures were easily identifiable. For a given crystal and 
guiding polarisation the guided mode sizes for structures written under different 
conditions were similar. Therefore, by using this technique, it was also possible to 
identify the most promising guiding regions by observing the point of absorption 
saturation. For lower propagation loss the absorption became saturated at lower pump 
powers. Once saturation was reached the structures with lower propagation losses also 
gave a higher gradient of transmitted power to incident power. These two 
characteristics of the curve gave a clear qualitative indication of the waveguide’s 
quality. An example of this behaviour is shown in section 5.4.2.2. 
 




Fig. 5.3. Photograph showing a waveguide in the Yb:KGdW crystal under pumping at 980 nm. The 
high reflector (HR) and output coupler (OC) have been drawn in to illustrate the laser cavity that was 
formed. 
 
Attempts were made to obtain lasing in all of the identified waveguides using a 
compact laser cavity as described in section 2.3.3. A photo of the set-up is shown in 
fig. 5.3, where the end mirrors and beams have been drawn in for clarity. Various 
objectives were used to deliver the pump light to the channel waveguide in order to 
establish the optimum coupling. The best results were obtained when using a 30× 
microscope objective to collimate the pump light and a 10× objective to focus the 
light into the waveguide.  This gave a spot size of approximately 18 µm e-2 diameter 




HR   OC 
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positions of the 30× objective then the incoming spot size and numerical aperture 
could also be varied slightly. For each waveguide this was done to ensure maximum 
coupling, and the exact pumping spot size used for each crystal and polarisation are 
included in the relevant results description. 
 
A 1 % output coupler was used for the initial attempts at lasing in all structures. For 
the most promising waveguides the performance was more fully characterised by 
additionally using 3 % and 5 % output couplers. The absorbed pump power was 
estimated using the method described in section 2.3.4. 
 
5.3.3 Loss Measurements 
 
The final step in the waveguide characterisation was determination of the losses. The 
simplest way to estimate losses was by using the set-up described in section 2.4.1. 
This was done using an Nd:YVO4 laser, which operated at 1064 nm. As this 
wavelength is close to both the pumping and lasing wavelengths of these crystals it is 
a suitable source to use for propagation loss measurements around these wavelengths. 
Furthermore, at this wavelength there is negligible absorption in the samples and so 
an estimate of the propagation loss was easily obtained. The output from the laser was 
already collimated and so only one lens was needed to couple into the waveguide. In 
the Yb:KYW waveguides the best coupling was achieved with a 32 mm lens, giving a 
12.4 µm diameter spot. In the Yb:KGdW crystal optimum coupling was obtained with 
a 50 mm lens, giving a 19 µm spot size. A 20× objective collected the waveguide 
output, and a pinhole was used to minimise any light which had not travelled along 
the waveguide from reaching the detector. As this method includes coupling loss then 
the propagation loss quoted using this method is an upper limit; however this coupling 
loss was assumed to be minimal, and this conjecture is supported by the close 
agreement of the losses measured by the luminescence method. 
 
The luminescence method described in section 2.4.2 was also used to measure the 
propagation losses of selected waveguides. The wavelength resolution of the optical 
spectrum analyser (OSA) was set at 2 nm with a 5.52 s sweep time, and averaging 
was performed over 10 readings. The focus of the pump was translated along the 
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waveguide in steps of 0.4 mm for each set of measurements over 8 mm of crystal 
length. The close agreement of the results obtained using this technique with results 
measured by simple transmission gave confidence in the assumption of low coupling 
loss for the transmission technique. 
 




Ep = 407 nJ
(a)






Fig. 5.4. (a) and (b) Images of structures fabricated in Yb:KGdW using linear polarisation. At pulse 
energies ≤ 330 nJ no modification to the crystal could be observed, whilst at energies greater than 
366 nJ there was catastrophic crystal damage, with characteristic cracks along the crystallographic a 
axis or at angles of ~45°-50° with respect to the a axis. 
 
It was observed that in Yb:KGdW linear polarisation gave rise to catastrophic crystal 
damage at all pulse energies greater than 366 nJ but no modification at pulse energies 
of 330 nJ or lower. Crystal cracking occurred horizontally between two tracks within 
a structure. Between two separate structures there was also often a horizontal crack 
with additional cracks at characteristic angles of ~45°-50° with respect to the 
horizontal. Examples of the written filaments and cracked regions are shown in 
fig. 5.4. 
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Using circular polarisation the threshold pulse energy for visible crystal modification 
was 350 nJ. Further damage was evident at pulse energies exceeding 369 nJ where, 
with a 20 µm scan separation, a crack became visible between the two written tracks. 
However cracking between tracks with larger separation was only apparent at pulse 
energies of 431 nJ or greater. At this writing energy cracking was not only present 
between pairs of tracks separated by up to 35 µm but continuous cracking occurred 
between adjacent structures which were separated by around 80 µm. These scenarios 
are depicted in fig. 5.5. Other interesting features are the angles of the damaged 
regions. The vertical line corresponds to the filament formed by the laser pulse, whilst 
the horizontal crack is believed to be formed along the weakest point as a result of 
stress induced in the crystal. Angled cracks are also evident however, and these are 
consistently at angles of ~45°-50°. 
 
(b) 20 mµ
Ep  = 350 nJ Ep  = 369 nJ
35 µm
Ep  = 431 nJ






Fig. 5.5. Images of Yb:KGdW crystal modification under circularly polarised writing conditions. At 
350 nJ no cracking was evident (a), whilst at only 369 nJ writing pulse energy cracking was visible 
between two modified regions in a structure written with 20 µm scan separation (b). At pulse energies 
of 431 nJ cracking can be seen in structures written with a 35 µm scan separation (c), but also between 
adjacent structures (d). 
 
5.4.1.1 Guiding, Lasing and Losses in Yb:KGdW with E||a 
 
As described in section 5.3, at higher pulse energies cracking was clearly evident 
between filaments. When guiding light polarised along the crystallographic a axis this 
cracking was not detrimental to guiding, as had been anticipated, but was found to 
enhance guiding performance. The waveguides were observed above and below the 
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cracked region, with better performance in the lower area (the side closest to the 
crystal edge). In structures written at lower powers, where cracking did not occur, the 
guiding still took place in the same regions, but the guiding was not nearly as well 
confined. This is evident in the images shown in fig. 5.6. 
 
(b)
E  p = 478 nJ E  p = 431 nJ E  p = 431 nJ
E  p = 408 nJ
(a) (c)
(d)
E  p = 389 nJ
(e)








Fig. 5.6. Examples of guiding regions in Yb:KGdW with E||a, for the pulse energies shown in the 
figures. (a) and (e) show a 30 µm scan separation, (b) and (c) a 25 µm scan separation, (d) a 20 µm scan 
separation and (f) shows a 35 µm scan separation. 
 
Two guiding regions were found to support lasing for the available pump power. One 
of these regions is that illustrated in fig. 5.6 (b). This was a structure where cracking 
was visible between the two tracks, and the lasing waveguide was located below this 
cracked region, enclosed by the cracked region to the top and partially by the two 
filaments on either side. This structure was written in the “positive” direction with 
431 nJ of pulse energy and a 25 µm scan spacing. The e-2 diameter of the guided mode 
was determined to be 25 µm (a axis) by 26 µm (b axis). The lasing threshold was 
around 170 mW absorbed pump power and the maximum power obtained with a 1 % 
output coupler was 4.1 mW at 1021 nm producing a 3 % slope efficiency. These 
results are shown in fig. 5.7. 
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Fig. 5.7. (a) Lasing performance of a waveguide in the vicinity of the structure written with 431 nJ 
pulse energy in the “positive” direction with a 25 µm scan separation. The result is for 1 % output 
coupling. The inset shows the lasing wavelength. (b) and (c) show the profile of the guided mode. 
 
The best performance of all inscribed waveguides was observed surrounding the 
structure written with 408 nJ of pulse energy and a 20 µm scan separation. As before, 
although there were two a polarised guiding regions surrounding the structure, above 
and below the cracked region as illustrated in fig. 5.5 (c) and (d), only the lower 
waveguide produced lasing. This waveguide gave 9 mW output power using a 1 % 
output coupler, with a threshold of 100 mW, corresponding to a 4.3 % slope 
efficiency. Using a 3 % output coupler 15 mW was obtained with a 7.8 % slope 
efficiency. The maximum output power was 18.6 mW with a 9.3 % slope efficiency, 
obtained with a 5 % output coupler. The lasing wavelength for all output couplers was 
around 1023 nm. The e-2 diameter of the guided lasing mode was 27 µm (a axis) by 
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30 µm (b axis). These results are all shown in fig. 5.8. The M 2 of the beam was found 
to be 1.5 and 1.2 in the a and b axes respectively, indicating the predominant mode to 
be that of the fundamental Gaussian. Based on these measurements the average 
refractive index step from the bulk to waveguide region was estimated to be 0.8×10-3 
and 1.3×10-3 in the a and b axes respectively at 1020 nm.  
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Fig. 5.8. (a) Output power performance of the waveguide laser fabricated using 408 nJ pulse energy. 
(b) Lasing wavelength with inset showing far field beam profile. (c) and (d) show the profile of the 
guided mode as it exits the waveguide. 
 
Losses were estimated for this waveguide using the luminescence method and by 
transmission at 1064 nm. The transmission results are shown in fig. 5.9 where Fresnel 
losses have been accounted for. From these measurements an upper limit on the 
propagation loss was estimated at 1.9 dBcm-1. 
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Loss = 32.2 % = 1.7 dB

















Fig. 5.9. Transmitted power at 1064 nm for various incident powers. This allows an upper limit for the 




Fig. 5.10. Plots of the luminescence recorded at one end of the waveguide for various points of 
excitation within the waveguide. This shows the decay in luminescence as a function of propagation 
length in the waveguide. These measurements correspond to the waveguide close to the structure 
written with 408 nJ pulse energy and a 20 µm scan separation, as described in the above section. 
 
The recorded decay in luminescence as a function of propagation length can be seen 
in fig. 5.10. Using this graph the loss at various wavelengths could be estimated by 
fitting an exponential decay, and these values are shown in table 5.1. The losses are 
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clearly high at 980 nm, as a result of the absorption peak at this wavelength; whilst at 
1050 nm there is negligible absorption and therefore propagation loss can be 
estimated at 2.1 dBcm-1, in close agreement with the losses estimated from the 
transmission measurement. The losses at the lasing wavelength were found to be 
3.6 dBcm-1. The close proximity of 1020 nm and 1050 nm means that the propagation 
loss at 1020 nm can also be estimated at 2.1 dBcm-1. As the total loss at this 
wavelength was 3.6 dBcm-1 then the reabsorption loss was estimated to be 1.5 dBcm-1 








Loss per cm 
(dBcm-1) 
981 99.999 51.8 57.5 
1000 87.09 8.9 9.9 
1021 52.36 3.2 3.6 
1050 34.68 1.9 2.1 
 
Table 5.1. Loss measured by fitting exponential decays to the results from fig. 5.10. At 980 nm the loss 
is dominated by absorption loss, whilst at 1050 nm the absorption loss is negligible. 
 
Transmission loss measurements were also taken for many non-lasing structures, and 
the losses are summarised in table 5.2. From this it is clear that a propagation loss 
2.4 dBcm-1 or below is required in Yb:KGdW to obtain lasing with the available 
























408 20 lower 32.2 1.7 1.9 
408 20 upper 40.6 2.3 2.5 
431 25 lower 39.5 2.2 2.4 
431 25 upper 44.9 2.6 2.9 
453 25 lower 60.7 4.1 4.5 
478 35 lower 62 4.2 4.7 
 
Table 5.2. Propagation loss measured for various waveguides using the transmission method. All 
structures were written in the positive direction. The two lasing structures are illustrated in bold. 
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5.4.1.2 Guiding, Lasing and Losses in Yb:KGdW with E||b 
 
(b)
Ep = 369 nJ Ep = 369 nJ
Ep = 369 nJ
(c)
(d)
Ep = 369 nJ
(e)










Fig. 5.11. E||b guiding regions in Yb:KGdW in structures inscribed using a writing pulse energy of 
369 nJ, and a scan separation of (a, b, c) 20 µm or (d, e, f) 25 µm. 
 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        









                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        































Incident Pump power (mW)
 1 % OC
 3 % OC
 5 % OC
 




























Fig. 5.12. (a) E||b output power performance for the waveguide laser written with 369 nJ pulse energy 
and a 20 µm scan separation. Inset shows the lasing wavelength. (b) and (c) show the guided mode 
profiles.  
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With polarisation along the crystallographic b axis guiding was found to occur along 
the central region and also to the left and right of the modified tracks. The threshold 
writing energy for guiding was slightly higher, with pulse energies of 369 nJ or 
greater required. In structures where cracking had occurred down the centre of the two 
tracks guiding was of course hindered (fig. 5.11 (b)), but guiding was still observed in 
left and right hand regions (fig. 5.11 (a) and (c)). In structures where there was no 
cracking in the central region (d, e, f) a smooth central guiding region could be 
observed (e). For waveguides written in the positive direction right hand regions gave 
a smoother profile, as is clear from the images in the figure. The guided modes were 
smaller than those observed in Yb:KGdW for polarisation along the a axis with e-2 
diameters of  around 18 µm as shown in fig. 5.12 (b, c). 
 
Lasing was observed in two waveguides. These were the right-hand guiding regions 
for structures with a 20 µm scan separation written with 369 nJ and 389 nJ of pulse 
energy. They gave very similar lasing performance with output powers of around 
4 mW using a 1 % output coupler. The lasing threshold was around 170 mW incident 
pump power for the 369 nJ written waveguide, and 180 mW for the waveguide 
written with 389 nJ pump power. Fuller characterisation of the structure written at 
369 nJ was performed using 3 % and 5 % output powers, giving a maximum output 
power of 11.2 mW using the 5 % output coupler. These results are shown in 
fig. 5.12 (a). The lasing wavelength was around 1036 nm, as presented in the inset. 
The divergence (half-angle) was measured to be 28 mrad and 29 mrad along the a and 
b axis respectively. 
 
Using the transmission loss method losses were measured to be 2.9 dBcm-1 in both of 
the lasing waveguides. The losses of the two lasing structures and a selection of the 
































408 20 right 48.6 2.9 3.2 
408 20 centre 80.7 7.1 7.9 
408 20 left 68.9 5.1 5.6 
408* 35 centre 47.9 2.8 3.2 
389 20 right 45.6 2.6 2.9 
389 20 centre 77.7 6.5 7.2 
389 20 left 57.3 3.7 4.1 
389 30 right 52.1 3.2 3.6 
389 30 centre 49.4 3.0 3.3 
389 30 left 54.6 3.4 3.8 
389 35 right 50.4 3.1 3.4 
389 35 centre 46.9 2.8 3.1 
389 35 left 55.1 3.5 3.9 
369 20 right 44.8 2.6 2.9 
369 20 centre 69.6 5.2 5.8 
369 20 left 50.2 3.0 3.4 
369* 20 right 52.3 3.2 3.6 
369* 20 centre 80.4 7.1 7.9 
369* 20 left 52.2 3.2 3.6 
369 25 right 52.3 3.2 3.6 
369 25 centre 59 3.9 4.3 
369 25 left 52.6 3.2 3.6 
369* 25 centre 75.7 6.1 6.8 
369 30 right 57.5 3.7 4.1 
369 30 centre 50 3.0 3.3 
369 30 left 57.5 3.7 4.1 
369* 30 centre 45.6 2.6 2.9 
369 35 centre 48.5 2.9 3.2 
369* 35 centre 53.1 3.3 3.7 
 
Table 5.3. Propagation loss measured for various waveguides using the transmission method. 
Structures written in the negative direction are identified by an asterisk. Lasing structures are illustrated 
in bold. 
 




In the Yb:KYW crystal structural modification was evident in the written volume at 
pulse energies of 339 nJ and greater. However, even at the highest writing energy of 
578 nJ there was no evidence of further cracking or damage outside of this region 
when imaging the end facet (fig. 5.13), as had been the case for Yb:KGdW. 
 




Fig. 5.13. Image of Yb:KYW end facet, showing the laser induced structural modification. 
 
5.4.2.1 Guiding, Lasing and Losses in Yb:KYW with E||a 
 
(b)
Ep = 578 nJ Ep = 476 nJ
Ep = 578 nJ
Ep = 524 nJ
(a) (c)
(d) (e)






Ep = 392 nJ
 
 
Fig. 5.14. E||a guiding regions surrounding structures written in Yb:KYW at the pulse energies shown 
and with scan separations of: (a) 25 µm, (b) 25 µm, (c) 20 µm, (d) 35 µm, (e) 20 µm, (f) 25 µm. 
 
Initially guiding was investigated for polarisation along the crystallographic a axis 
which, as was discussed in Chapter 1, is the polarisation with largest absorption and 
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emission cross sections. Guiding regions were identified in many structures, but of 
rather poor quality. In structures written with energies between 339 nJ – 432 nJ the 
central guiding region did not have a smooth intensity shape (fig. 5.14 (d)). At larger 
pulse energies a region resembling a TEM01 mode was visible (a, b). This may be a 
result of some subtle cracking, similar to that observed in Yb:KGdW but not so 
pronounced so as to be visible under examination of the end facet as was the case in 
Yb:KGdW. To the left and right of the modified tracks circular guiding regions with 
additional, slightly offset, small circular spots were observed. Examples of these 
guiding patterns are shown in fig. 5.14 (e, f). 
 
As could be expected given the poor beam quality of the guided modes in Yb:KYW 
for polarisation along the a axis, no lasing was obtained from these structures. 
Propagation losses for all guiding regions were estimated to exceed 4.5 dBcm-1 at 
1060 nm using the transmission loss method. The losses of a few structures are quoted 
























411 20 left 72.8 5.7 6.3 
411 20 centre 67.7 4.9 5.5 
411* 20 right 73 5.7 6.3 
392 20 centre 60.4 4.0 4.5 
392* 20 centre 79.3 6.8 7.6 
373 20 centre 69.8 5.2 5.8 
355 20 centre 70.5 5.3 5.9 
 
Table 5.4. Propagation loss measured for various waveguides in Yb:KYW with E||a using the 
transmission method. Structures fabricated in the negative direction are identified by an asterisk. 
 
5.4.2.2 Guiding, Lasing and Losses in Yb:KYW with E||b 
 
With the InGaAs laser polarised along the crystallographic b axis Gaussian guiding 
profiles were observed in the central region and also in both side regions of each pair 
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of tracks, as illustrated in fig. 5.15. The waveguides all had radii (e-2) of around 6 µm 
along the a axis and approximately 7 µm to 8 µm along the b axis. Examples of the 
waveguide profiles are shown in fig. 5.15 (a and b). It is interesting to note that only 
the central guiding region is symmetric along the a axis, whilst the side region has a 
steeper edge to the side where the filament lies. This was expected and is attributed to 
the sudden lower index barrier which is formed at the focal volume in contrast to the 
gradual decline in the refractive index profile due to the diminishing stress on the 
opposite side of the waveguide.  
 
(h)
Ep = 392 nJ Ep = 392 nJ
Ep = 392 nJ *
Ep = 392 nJ
(g)
(c) (d) (e)








































Fig. 5.15. E||b guiding profiles and regions in Yb:KYW for structures written with a 20 µm scan 
separation, and pulse energies as shown in the images. The asterisk denotes a structure written in the 
negative direction, whilst all other structures were written in the positive direction. (a) is the profile of 
the image shown in (c), with a diameter of 11.2 µm, and (b) is the profile of the image shown in (d) 
with a diameter of 12.5 µm. 
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As stated in section 5.3.1 the relative quality of the waveguides could be estimated by 
recording the transmitted pump power, as waveguides of a higher quality reach 
absorption saturation at lower pump powers and will transmit more power at 
maximum pumping. The is clearly illustrated in fig. 5.16 where the waveguides which 
showed the highest transmittance at maximum pump power were also found to be 
those structures which were able to lase. For clarity the figure only shows structures 
written with a 20 µm scan spacing, but those waveguides formed using larger scan 
spacings gave results that followed the same pattern. 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        


































 578 nJ, centre
 551 nJ, centre
 524 nJ, centre
 499 nJ, centre
 476 nJ, centre
 453 nJ, left
 453 nJ, centre
 432 nJ, centre
 432 nJ, centre*
 411 nJ, left
 411 nJ, centre
 411 nJ, centre*
 392 nJ, left
 392 nJ, centre
 392 nJ, right
 392 nJ, centre*
 392 nJ, right*
 373 nJ, left
 373 nJ, centre
 373 nJ, right*
 355 nJ, left
 355 nJ, centre
 355 nJ, right*
 
Fig. 5.16. Transmitted power as a function of incident power at 980 nm through various guiding 
regions. The regions shown are all for structures written with a 20 µm scan separation, and energies as 
labelled in the key. Structures fabricated by writing in the negative direction are identified by an 
asterisk. This graph was used to identify the most promising waveguides, as the lowest loss waveguides 
show highest transmittance at maximum incident power. This was later confirmed in lasing 
experiments, as the structures circled in the graph were those which lased. 
 
Consistent lasing performance was observed in Yb:KYW where 16 waveguides, 
written at pulse energies ranging from 355 nJ – 453 nJ, were found to lase. Clear 
patterns in the writing conditions which produced lasing were evident. All left and 
central guiding regions written in the “positive” direction with a 20 µm scan 
separation at pulse energies from 355 nJ – 432 nJ were found to lase. It was found that 
left hand regions gave lower thresholds than their central counterparts, implying a 
lower propagation loss. Thus, although writing two tracks for a given structure gave a 
more symmetric central waveguide, this did not serve to enhance the lasing 
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performance as it led to an increased loss, presumably as a result of increased 
scattering due to greater interaction of the guided mode with the damaged region. 
Duplicates of some structures, with pulse energies between 339 nJ and 392 nJ, were 
inscribed (see Appendix A for details). In the second set only the structure written at 
392 nJ of pulse energy with a 20 µm spacing gave lasing regions, but with higher 
threshold. The structures written at 355 nJ and 373 nJ were surprisingly unable to 
lase. The reason for this was investigated further and it was found that these duplicate 
structures had been written at a slightly lower depth – 370 µm below the surface 
compared to 360 µm for the first set – and this accounts for the poorer performance. 
The effect of depth of focus and the focusing geometry was not investigated in this 
study, but it clearly has an effect and is an area for future work. 
 
For structures written in the “negative” direction, lasing was observed only in right 
hand regions, in structures written with 411 nJ and 392 nJ pulse energy. The writing 
direction is therefore shown to effect whether guiding occurs in left, central or right 
hand regions. Writing direction has previously been highlighted as a factor in 
determining the waveguide performance. It has been attributed to wavefront tilt and 
has been dubbed the “quill effect” [10]. Under conditions of such tight focusing and 
the formation of electron plasma at the focus, even a small amount of anisotropy in 
the frequency distribution of the incident beam creates substantial wavefront tilt at the 
written volume. This leads to a intensity gradient, which applies a ponderomotive 
force to the free electrons generated during the writing process [11]. The guiding 
results shows that this is a significant effect in the set-up used at Heriot Watt, 
influencing the losses of the waveguides. Further work is needed to investigate and 
optimise this effect. 
 
Another interesting point is the effect of scan separation. For structures written in the 
“positive” direction, only those with a 20 µm scan separation produced lasing regions, 
whilst lasing was observed in structures with 20 µm or 25 µm scan separation for 
writing along the “negative” direction. Although the scan separation was expected to 
influence the behaviour and performance of the central guiding region, it was not 
expected to have such an effect on the side regions. It had been assumed that the side 
guiding region would only depend on the particular parameters of the directly 
adjacent filament. Thus, for a given pulse energy, the same performance had been 
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expected in the 20 µm separation structure as for the 35 µm separation structure. 
Clearly this was not the case, and it can be concluded that the structures outside the 
vicinity of the waveguide also play an important role in determining the waveguide 
quality; suggesting that the induced stress extends further than the filament’s 
immediate locality. 
 













453 20 centre 201 2.1 
432 20 left 236 Lasing 
432 20 centre 265 Lasing 
411 20 left 116 2.2 
411 20 centre 124 2.2 
411* 20 right 322 Lasing 
392 20 left 128 2.2 
392 20 centre 143 2.0 
392* 20 right 182 2.2 
392* 25 right 205 2.0 
392dupl 20 left 201 Lasing 
392dupl 20 centre 170 Lasing 
373 20 left 166 2.1 
373 20 centre 196 1.9 
355 20 left 245 1.9 
355 20 centre 182 Lasing 
 
Table 5.5. Summary of incident power threshold for all identified lasing waveguide in Yb:KYW with 
E||b. Structures fabricated in the negative direction are represented by an asterisk, dupl. indicates 
duplicated structures, which were written 10 µm deeper in the sample, explaining the higher thresholds. 
 
The 16 waveguides previously described all lased around 1037 nm with thresholds as 
low as 70 mW and output powers as high as 2.2 mW with a 1 % output coupler. A 
summary of the lasing results for all of these structures is presented in table 5.5. By 
considering the lasing threshold, a writing pulse energy of 392 nJ – 411 nJ with 20 µm 
scan separation can clearly be considered to be optimum. Lasing performance for the 
structure written with 411 nJ pulse energy was therefore also characterised using a 
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3 % and 5 % output coupler. The maximum output power with the 5 % output coupler 
was 8.2 mW, as illustrated in fig. 5.17. 
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Fig. 5.17. (a) Laser performance for the left hand guiding region of the structure written with 411 nJ 
























411 20 centre 53.1 3.3 3.7 
411 20 left 55.8 3.5 3.9 
411* 20 right 62.8 4.3 4.8 
411* 25 right 63.8 4.4 4.9 
392 20 centre 55 3.5 3.8 
392 20 left 55.8 3.6 3.9 
392* 20 right 60.3 4.0 4.5 
392* 20 centre 67.1 4.8 5.4 
392* 25 right 60.1 4.0 4.4 
373 20 centre 54.3 3.4 3.8 
373 20 left 56.7 3.6 4.0 
355 20 centre 58 3.8 4.2 
355 20 left 59.4 3.9 4.4 
339 20 right 81.9 7.4 8.3 
339 20 centre 68.3 5.0 5.5 
 
Table 5.6. Propagation loss measurements using the transmission method for various waveguides in 
Yb:KYW with E||b. Structures written in the negative direction are identified by an asterisk whilst 
lasing waveguides are illustrated in bold. 
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Using the transmission loss method, the propagation losses at 1060 nm were measured 
to be between 3.7 dBcm-1 and 4.8 dBcm-1 in all lasing structures, but 4.9 dBcm-1 or 
greater in non-lasing structures, as summarised in table 5.6. The central regions were 
determined to have slightly lower losses than their side region counterparts, even 
though lasing performance was better in the side regions. This could be a result of 
improved coupling to the central symmetric region when compared to the side region 
during the transmission loss measurements, giving lower coupling losses and thus a 
more accurate measurement of propagation loss in the central regions, but a slightly 
high value in the side regions. In each case it is interesting to note the left hand 
region’s loss is always measured to be 0.1 dB or 0.2 dB higher than the central 












411 980.9 99.87 28.7 31.9 
 999.9 80.61 7.1 7.9 
 1037.1 63.38 4.4 4.8 
 1060 54.63 3.4 3.8 
392 980.9 99.66 24.7 27.5 
 999.9 80.95 7.2 8 
 1037.1 63.19 4.3 4.8 
 1060 51.13 3.1 3.5 
392* 980.9 99.86 29.8 33.1 
 999.9 86.32 8.6 9.6 
 1037.1 79.68 6.9 7.7 
 1060 69.17 5.1 5.7 
 
Table 5.7. Luminescence loss measurements using E||b polarisation for waveguides located in central 
regions of the structures fabricated at the shown energy and with a 20 µm scan separation. Structures 
written in the negative direction are identified by an asterisk. The measurements at 1060 nm are in 
close agreement with those recorded using the transmission loss method, as summarised in table 5.6. 
 
The luminescence decay method was also used on three waveguides, and the results 
are summarised in table 5.7. Good agreement is seen between results from the 
luminescence method and the transmission method, with a discrepancy of between 
0.1 dBcm-1 and 0.3 dBcm-1. 
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5.5 Conclusions and Future Work 
 
In this chapter the fabrication of channel waveguides in crystalline Yb:KGdW and 
Yb:KYW by ultrafast laser inscription have been presented. The guiding properties of 
the resulting structures were investigated and it was found that the resulting guiding 
regions were polarisation dependent. In all cases circular polarisation and 20 µm scan 
separations gave the best results with the production of the lowest loss waveguides. In 
Yb:KGdW it was observed that 330 nJ of pulse energy was necessary in order to 
create filaments at the beam’s focus, but that cracks were formed between the two 
written filaments when using writing pulse energies of 366 nJ. In Yb:KYW pulse 
energies of 339 nJ or greater were necessary for crystal modification, but even at the 
highest writing pulse energy of 578 nJ no cracking was evident between the filaments. 
 
For the first time lasing was demonstrated in ULI channel waveguides of these 
materials, with output powers as high as 18.6 mW in Yb:KGdW for E||a polarisation. 
This was realised in a region below the crack and between filaments in a structure 
written with 408 nJ of pulse energy. With polarisation along the b axis optimal 
guiding was obtained in a side region and writing pulse energies of 369 nJ and 389 nJ 
produced lasing waveguides. In Yb:KYW lasing was consistently found in the central 
and  left  side  regions  of  structures  written  with  pulse  energies  in  the  region  of 
355 nJ – 432 nJ, where the optimal results were found in the side guiding region at 
pulse energies of 392 nJ or 411 nJ. Even although the output power and slope 
efficiencies demonstrated are significantly lower than those of bulk or LPE planar 
waveguide lasers based on these materials, the excellent beam quality together with 
the compact cavity illustrate the advantages of the channel waveguide. Future work in 
this area will therefore focus on the improvement of waveguides fabricated by ULI by 
exploring further writing parameters, such as wavefront tilt, but also by seeking to 
understand further the modifications within the crystal which have taken place. The 
fabrication of Yb:KGdW and Yb:KYW channel waveguides using other techniques is 
also an interesting area which needs to be explored further. As fabrication techniques 
improve the full potential of Yb:tungstate channel waveguides is expected to be 
realised. 
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Chapter 6 




Although ULI has been used to fabricate waveguides in a wide variety of optical 
materials, the physical changes responsible for the creation of the waveguides are still 
not well understood. Waveguide imaging has previously been performed by 
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) which can provide sub-micron analysis of 
the waveguide’s chemical composition, but only in the vicinity of the waveguide 
surface [1]. Methods combining chemical etching and atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) have also been demonstrated but require destruction of the waveguide [2]. 
Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) is a valuable technique which has 
successfully been used to study the structural changes caused by femtosecond laser 
pulses in crystals and glasses [3], but this requires substantial sample preparation to 
cut thin slices of the irradiated material, and again this results in the destruction of 
parts of the sample. Two non-destructive techniques which have recently been 
employed to analyse waveguide spectroscopy on a micro-scale are confocal 
micro-luminescence [4] and confocal micro-Raman [5]. These techniques offer the 
possibility of 3D mapping of the waveguide and provide detailed information not only 
on the damaged filament, but also of the surrounding regions. 
 
In this chapter confocal micro-luminescence and micro-Raman measurements of 
channel waveguides fabricated in Yb:KGdW and Yb:KYW by ULI are presented. 
These waveguides are some of those which were described in the previous chapter 
(Chapter 5). I performed these measurements together with Wagner Silva1 using a 
set-up at the Universidad Autόnoma de Madrid in Spain through a collaboration with 
Dr Daniel Jaque2. 
 
                                                 
1
 W. F. Silva, Instituto de Física, Universidade Federal de Alagoas, 57072-907 Maceiό, AL, Brazil 
2
 D. Jaque, Departmento de Física de Materiales C-IV, Universidad Autόnoma de Madrid, 28049 
Madrid, Spain 
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6.2 Experimental Set-up 
 
Experiments were carried out using a BX-41 fibre coupled confocal microscope, 
where a ×50 IR objective with an N.A. of 0.55 was used to focus on to and collect the 
light from the crystal in micro-luminescence measurements, and a ×50 objective with 
an N.A. of 0.75 was used for micro-Raman measurements. Various laser sources were 
available to use for excitation of the crystal. For the micro-luminescence experiments 
reported here a Ti:sapphire laser tuned to 940 nm was used. This corresponds to an 
absorption peak of the crystals (see Chapter 1, fig. 1.6). An Argon ion laser at 488 nm 
was used to excite the crystal when measuring Raman shift. This wavelength is 
shorter than that of the Ti:sapphire laser and so provides increased resolution. The 
emission was collected with the ×50 objective, passed through the confocal 
microscope, and was then detected by a CCD attached to a fibre-coupled spectrometer 
(SPEX 500M). A notch filter was used when performing Raman measurements to 
block the excitation wavelength. This set-up is illustrated in fig. 6.1. 
 
Sample, mounted











Fig. 6.1. Schematic of confocal micro-spectroscopy set-up. 
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The sample under investigation was mounted on a microscope slide, which was 
attached to a motorised x-y stage and a high precision manually controlled z stage. A 
beam splitter, mounted together with a second CCD camera, could be inserted into the 
beam path to view the crystal under white light illumination. This was used to align 
the position of the crystal and to ensure that mapped structures could be identified. 
The surface of the waveguide was aligned to the focal plane and then subsequently 
translated upwards by 5 µm such that a point slightly below the crystal facet was 
recorded. LabSpec 5 software was used to set the data acquisition parameters and to 
collect and analyse the data. 2D maps were recorded, with a measurement of the 
emitted spectrum being taken every one micron over an area which was typically 
around 80×80 µm2. LabSpec 5 would then fit one or more peaks to the recorded 
spectrum and map how that peak varied over the scanned area. The peak could vary in 
three key manners: the intensity of the emitted peak could drop or increase; the peak 
of the emission could shift; and the width of the emitted peak could vary. Once the 
shifts in these three areas had been extracted using LabSpec 5, the maps were plotted 
in WS×M© [6]. 
 
6.3 Double Tungstate Raman Spectroscopy 
 
In order to interpret the results from the micro-Raman experiments it is vital to be 
familiar with Yb:KGdW and Yb:KYW crystal structure, and the Raman modes 
associated with various vibrations. Their crystal structure is briefly described in 
Chapter 1, and fuller descriptions together with observed Raman spectra are available 
in the literature [7-10]. Of particular importance here are the bonds responsible for the 
observed Raman modes. Both crystals belong to the C2/c space group and comprise 
of WO6 octahedra joined by bridged WO2W double bonds and WOW single bonds. 
These bonds can be characterised by several in-plane and out-of-plane vibrations, as 
illustrated in fig. 6.2. These vibrations have been attributed to various Raman modes, 
and table 6.1 summarises the key Raman modes associated with each vibrating bond. 
As the two crystals under investigation – Yb:KGdW and Yb:KYW – form very 


























Fig. 6.2. Schematics of the vibrations associated with the (a) in-plane WO2W bonds, (b) out-of-plane 
WO2W bonds, (c) in-plane WOW bonds and (d) out-of-plane WOW bonds. 
 
Raman Shift 
(cm-1) of KGdW 
[9] 
Variation in Raman shift 
(cm-1) for all lanthanides, 
KLnW, where 
Ln = Sm – Lu, Y [9] 
Assignment of Raman 
Mode [7] 
900 9 WO2W in-plane 
vibration, νA 
805 8 WOW in-plane 
vibration, νa 
768 14 WO2W in-plane 
vibration, νB 
682 9 WO2W in-plane 
vibration, νC 
527 8 WOW in-plane 
vibration, νb 
498 8 WO2W out-of-plane 
vibration, νE 
437 16 WO2W in-plane 
vibration, νD 
293 8 WO2W out-of-plane 
vibration, νF 
235 4 WOW out-of-plane 
vibration, νc 
 
Table 6.1. Raman shift recorded in KGdW and the variation in this shift recorded for crystals with 
other lanthanides in place of Gd [9] together with the associated bond vibration [7]. 
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6.4 Yb:KGdW Micro-spectroscopy 
 
6.4.1 Analysed Structures 
 
Two different Yb:KGdW structures were chosen to be mapped. The first of these was 
the structure written with 408 nJ pulse energy in the positive direction with a 20 µm 
scan separation. As described in section 5.4.1.2, this structure resulted in two guiding 
regions for polarisation E||a – between the filaments but above and below the cracked 
region, where the best lasing was from the waveguide illustrated in fig. 6.3 (a). 
Figure 6 is flipped vertically when compared to the same image shown in fig. 5.6 (d), 
to correspond to the orientation of the results presented later in this chapter. With 
polarisation along the crystallographic b axis guiding occurred to the left and right 
side (fig. 6.3 (b, d)) of the structure, and also somewhat down the central region, but 
this was of course hindered by the cracked region (fig. 6.3 (c)). These waveguides 
were not able to lase with the available pump power using E||b. 
 








Ep = 408 nJ
 
 
Fig. 6.3. Guiding images in Yb:KGdW, for the structure written with 408 nJ pulse energy and with a 
20 µm scan separation. Polarisation along the a axis gave guiding above the cracked region, while 
polarisation along the b axis gave guiding to the left, right and in the central region of the filaments. 
 
The second mapped structure was that written with 369 nJ pulse energy in the positive 
direction, again with a 20 µm scan separation. This structure gave better performance 
with E||b, creating three waveguides to the left, centre and right of the filaments as 
shown in fig. 6.4 (a, b, c). Again, the images have been flipped vertically compared to 
Chapter 5 fig. 5.11 (a, b, c). For the orientation shown in this chapter the right hand 
waveguide (fig. 6.4 (c)) was found to give the best performance and was able to lase. 
With polarisation along the crystallographic a axis only very weak guiding was 
apparent in upper and lower central regions and no lasing was obtained. The 
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structures written with pulse energies of 408 nJ and 369 nJ thus present an interesting 














Fig. 6.4. Guiding images in Yb:KGdW, for the structure written with 369 nJ pulse energy and with a 
20 µm scan separation. Polarisation along the b axis gave guiding to the (a) left, (c) right and (b) in the 
central region of the filaments, where the best performance was observed in the right hand region. 
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Fig. 6.5. Micro-luminescence maps of the relative change in intensity (a, d), the wavelength shift of the 
emission peak (b, e) and the change in the peak’s width (c, f) for ULI structures written in Yb:KYW 
with (a, b, c) 408 nJ and (d, e, f) 369 nJ of pulse energy. (1) and (2) correspond to the line scans in 
fig. 6.6 and 6.7. 
 
The resulting 2D maps for the two KGdW structures are shown in fig. 6.5. There is 
clearly a drop in intensity at the filaments and also a drop in intensity in the central 
region, where cracking was shown to have taken place. A blue shift in the emitted 
peak is evident in regions to the side of each filament, which largely recovers in the 
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filament itself, and a red shift can be seen in part of the filament. The relationship 
between stress and shifts in the emission peak of Yb:KGdW are not currently reported 
in the literature, however, the observed shifts suggest a change in the crystal field 
which affects the ytterbium ions, and this is a result of distortion of the interatomic 
lattice spacings. The width of the emitted peak is shown to increase in the filament, 
and this is a sign of increased disorder of the crystal in these regions [11]. A 
surprising and interesting observation is that in the surrounding localities the 
linewidth narrows. 
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Fig. 6.6. Line scans of intensity variation, peak wavelength shift and peak width variation for line 
scan 1. 
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 Ep = 408 nJ
 Ep = 369 nJ
 
 
Fig. 6.7. Line scans of intensity variation, peak wavelength shift and peak width variation for line 
scan 2. 
 
To allow easier comparison between the two structures, line scans are plotted of the 
lines marked (1) and (2) in fig. 6.5, and these graphs are shown in fig. 6.6 and fig. 6.7. 
Whilst the shift in the peak’s position and width is similar for the two structures, the 
intensity drop is clearly greater in the structures written with greater energy (408 nJ) 
and in the vertical direction extends over a greater distance, showing increased 
structural change in the form of broken bonds, as was also evident from the cracking 
in these regions.  
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Fig. 6.8. Example of a Raman spectrum measured from a point in Yb:KGdW. 
 
Six Raman peaks were detected and mapped in Yb:KGdW using LabSpec 5. These 
were located at frequency shifts of 682 cm-1, 754 cm-1, 764 cm-1, 805 cm-1, 898 cm-1 
and 1054 cm-1 respectively, and an example of the Raman spectrum is shown in 
fig. 6.8. These peaks agree well with those reported in the literature [9, 10]. Maps of 
the recorded change in intensity, Raman shift and peak width of four of these lines are 
shown in figures 6.9-6.12. From fig. 6.8 it is clear the 764 cm-1 line is fairly weak and 
overlaps with the 754 cm-1 shift, making it difficult to map, and little modification 
was seen in the map, and so the results for this line are not included. Although the 
1054 cm-1 is fairly strong, it is so narrow that it was not possible to accurately place 
the peak, and thus it was not possible to observe any shift in the peak or width of this 
line and so again the map of this line is not included below. 
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Fig. 6.9. Changes to the 682 cm-1 Raman shift peak’s intensity (a, d), peak frequency shift (b, e), and 
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Fig. 6.10. Changes to the 754 cm-1 Raman shift peak’s intensity (a, d), peak frequency shift (b, e), and 
















































Fig. 6.11. Changes to the 805 cm-1 Raman shift peak’s intensity (a, d), peak frequency shift (b, e), and 
peak width (c, f) for structures written at (a, b, c) 408 nJ of pulse energy, (d, e, f) 369 nJ pulse energy. 
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Fig. 6.12. Changes to the 898 cm-1 Raman shift peak’s intensity (a, d), peak frequency shift (b, e), and 
peak width (c, f) for structures written at (a, b, c) 408 nJ of pulse energy, (d, e, f) 369 nJ pulse energy. 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
























                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        

























Fig. 6.13. (a) shows the line scan of position (1) for the intensity of various Raman lines, where lines 
682 cm-1 and 898 cm-1 can be coupled together and differentiated from the 754 cm-1 and 805 cm-1 lines. 
(b) shows the line scans of the same Raman lines for the position marked (3), emphasising the greater 
intensity drop experienced in the 754 cm-1 and 805 cm-1 lines. (a, b) both only show scans for the 
structure written with a 369 nJ pulse energy.  
 
Whilst the intensity plots of the other peaks appear somewhat similar from the 2D 
maps, closer inspection at the line scans (shown in fig. 6.13 (a, b)) reveal that the 
682 cm-1 and 898 cm-1 lines show slightly different behaviour to the 754 cm-1 and 
805 cm-1 lines. Even although all peaks show a significant reduction in intensity at the 
filaments, the 682 cm-1 and 898 cm-1 peaks show a slight recovery in the space 
between the two filaments whilst the intensity continues to reduce in the central 
region for the 754 cm-1 and 805 cm-1. This suggests that while all WO2W vibrations 
relating to these lines are affected in the filament itself, the mode responsible for the 
754 cm-1 and 805 cm-1 Raman shifts undergo greater damage in the central cracked 
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region. Comparing the same Raman peak but for structures written at different pulse 
energies showed the same overall tendency to crack in the filaments and central 
region, but with greater damage observed in the structure written with higher pulse 
energy (fig. 6.14). 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        




















 Ep = 408 nJ
 Ep = 369 nJ
 
Fig. 6.14. This graph shows a comparison between the structures written at two different pulse energies 
for the 682 cm-1 line. These both show the same curve shape, but with a greater drop in intensity, 
implying a stronger effect, for the structure written at a higher pulse energy (408 nJ). 
 
By considering the maps of the Raman peak shift ((b) and (e) in figures 6.9-6.12) a 
pattern can clearly be seen. The 682 cm-1 and 898 cm-1 lines have a very pronounced 
shifts towards larger vibration energies in their peaks’ position in areas largely to the 
upper side of the cracked region, overlapping significantly with the guiding region for 
E||a (fig. 6.3 (a)). Line scans of this shift are presented in fig. 6.15. On the contrary, 
the 754 cm-1 line shows a large shift to higher vibrational energies in the cracked 
region, but only a very small shift towards higher energies in the regions above and 
below this, with instead a more pronounced shift to lower energies in the left and right 
hand regions (fig. 6.10 (b, e)), which correspond to guiding regions for E||b (fig. 6.3 
(b, d) and fig. 6.4 (a, c)). Similar shifts in the ~760 cm-1 and ~900 cm-1 modes were 
previously reported in KGdW guiding regions for E||Np and E||Ng polarisations [12]. 
The map of the 805 cm-1 line shows a small increase both above the cracked regions 
and to the left and right of the filaments but this is not clearly distinguishable from the 
noise level. These observations imply that the changes to the 682 cm-1 and 898 cm-1 
lines contribute most significantly to E||a guiding, whilst the 754 cm-1 Raman shift 
plays a greater role in E||b guiding regions. At first sight the 754 cm-1 lower energy 
shift seems incongruous with the higher energy shift of the 682 cm-1 and 898 cm-1 
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lines, but elsewhere it is reported that the ~765 cm-1 line experiences a shift towards 
lower energies upon substitution of heavier lanthanides into the KLnW lattice in 
contrast to the ~900 cm-1, ~805 cm-1 and ~685 cm-1 lines, which all experience a shift 
towards higher energies [9]. This explains why a reduced energy shift indicates a 
densification of the WO2W matrix, leading to an increased refractive index and a 
resulting guiding region, in the 754 cm-1 line, whilst a larger energy shift is indicative 
of this in all other lines reported. 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        























                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        






















                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        





















Fig. 6.15. Raman shift for the (a) 682 cm-1 and  (b) 898 cm-1 lines scanned along line (3) as marked in 
figures 6.9 and 6.12. These show an increased shift in the region above the crack, where optimal 
guiding for E||a was observed. (c) is a line scan in the horizontal direction for the line marked (2) in 
fig. 6.12, showing that although the shift in the 898 cm-1 peak also continues to the left and right of the 
filaments it is strongest in the central upper guiding region. 
 
Interestingly, for all Raman lines, very little modification was observed in the width 
of the line in the filaments. This could imply that, although there is increased damage 
and increased stress in various regions, there is not a strong increase in the disorder of 
the crystal, and no amorphisation of the crystal has taken place. 
 
6.5 Yb:KYW Micro-spectroscopy 
 
6.5.1 Analysed Structures 
 
In Yb:KYW it was found that whilst E||a polarisation produced poor guiding, with 
light polarised along the b axis there were consistent guiding regions to the left, centre 
and right of the structure (section 5.4.2) as illustrated in fig. 6.16. The quality of these 
guiding regions depended strongly on pulse energy where, for a 20 µm scan 
separation, pulse energies between 355 nJ and 432 nJ resulted in lasing in all left hand 
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and central guiding regions, with losses between 3.7 dBcm-1 and 4.8 dBcm-1. The 
optimal waveguides were fabricated at pulse energies of 392 nJ or 411 nJ with losses 
of 3.7 dBcm-1 to 3.9 dBcm-1. Therefore the structures which were chosen for mapping 
were the structure written with 392 nJ pulse energy, giving optimal guiding and lasing 
results in the left hand region (fig. 6.16 (a)), together with the 20 µm separated scan 
structure inscribed with 476 nJ of pulse energy, which was written with too much 
pulse energy to create a low loss waveguide capable of lasing. 
 
(b)








Fig. 6.16. Guiding regions in Yb:KYW with E||a. 
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Fig. 6.17. Micro-luminescence maps of the relative change in intensity (a, d), the wavelength shift of 
the emission peak (b, e) and the change in the peak’s width (c, f) for ULI structures in Yb:KYW 
written with (a, b, c) 392 nJ and (d, e, f) 478 nJ of pulse energy. (1) and (2) correspond to the line scans 
in figures 6.18 and 6.19. 
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Maps of the micro-luminescence of the two waveguides are shown in fig. 6.17. The 
decrease in luminescence intensity at the filaments clearly shows the damage to the 
crystal in this region, quenching the luminescence and reducing the refractive index 
with respect to the bulk. In the surrounding region, where guiding occurred, there is 
an increase in the luminescence. Although this could be explained by an increased 
Yb3+ concentration in this region, leading to a higher refractive index, more probably 
it is merely an optical effect where the waveguide results in a stronger signal being 
detected. Horizontal and vertical line scans of the intensity variations of the two 
structures, corresponding to lines (1) and (2) in the images shown in fig. 6.17, are 
shown in fig. 6.18. This does not show any difference between the two structures 
written at different pulse energy, suggesting the extent of the damage is similar in 
each case. 
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Fig. 6.18. Intensity reduction at the filaments for the (a) horizontal and (b) vertical line scans marked as 
(1) and (2) in fig. 6.17. 
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 Ep = 478 nJ
 
Fig. 6.19. Peak shifts in and around the filaments for the (a) horizontal and (b) vertical line scans 
marked as (1) and (b) in fig. 6.16. The shift in the filament is greater for the structure inscribed at a 
higher writing energy (478 nJ). 
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More information can be gleaned from the shift in the emission peak. In the filaments 
there is clearly a blue shift in the emission peak, and this peak extends out from the 
filament and into the guiding regions. As with Yb:KGdW (section 6.4.2), there is 
currently no literature reporting the relationship between shifts in the emission peaks 
and stress in Yb:KYW. However, it is possible that this indicates compression of the 
lattice in the blue-shifted regions, leading to an increased refractive index, explaining 
why guiding occurs in the central region, and on either side of the two filaments. 
Guiding cannot occur in the filament itself due to the damage there and the resulting 
lower refractive index in the voxel. The line scans of the peak shift along line (1) and 
(2) shown in fig. 6.19 show that both structures give rise to a similar trend, but the 
blue shift is apparently greater for the structure written with a larger pulse energy 
(478 nJ). When considering the change to the width of the emission peak it is clear 
there are modifications in the filaments, but these are not very significant above the 
background noise. 
 




Fig. 6.20. Example of a Raman spectrum measured from a point in Yb:KYW. 
 
Three Raman peaks were detected and mapped in Yb:KYW using LabSpec 5, with 
Stokes shifts of 764 cm-1, 805 cm-1, 898 cm-1 respectively as shown in fig. 6.20, 
corresponding well with those reported in the literature. Maps of the recorded change 
in intensity, Raman shift and peak width of these lines are shown in figures 6.21-6.23. 
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The drop in intensity of these peaks is clearly evident in the filament, but does not 
protrude into the central region, as had been the case in Yb:KGdW. This corresponds 
to the absence of cracking down the central region in Yb:KYW when compared to 
Yb:KGdW. The intensity reduction at the filament is similar for all Raman shifts as 
shown in fig. 6.24 (a), but the structure written with 478 nJ shows a greater drop in 
intensity when compared to the structure written with 392 nJ pulse energy (fig. 6.24 
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Fig. 6.21. Changes to the 764 cm-1 Raman shift peak’s intensity (a, d), frequency shift (b, e), and width 
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Fig. 6.22. Changes to the 805 cm-1 Raman shift peak’s intensity (a, d), frequency shift (b, e), and width 
(c, f) for structures written in Yb:KYW with (a, b, c) 392 nJ of pulse energy or (d, e, f) 478 nJ pulse 
energy. 
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Fig. 6.23. Changes to the 898 cm-1 Raman shift peak’s intensity (a, d), frequency shift (b, e), and width 
(c, f) for structures written in Yb:KYW with (a, b, c) 392 nJ of pulse energy or (d, e, f) 478 nJ pulse 
energy. 
 
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        























                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                        




















 Ep = 392 nJ
 Ep = 478 nJ
 
Fig. 6.24. (a) shows the reduction in intensity at the filament in Yb:KYW, where a similar reduction is 
seen in all Raman lines. (b) shows that the reduction is greater in the structure written with 478 nJ pulse 
energy, suggesting the structural modification is greater at larger writing energies. 
 
On inspection of the Raman peak shift in and around the structures, whilst all 
structures show a similar trend, it is clear that the most pronounced shift occurs in the 
764 cm-1 line (fig. 6.25 (a)). The regions to the sides of the filament show a clear 
reduced energy shift, which overlap with the E||b guiding regions (fig. 6.16), 
analogous to the 754 cm-1 peak in Yb:KGdW (fig. 6.10). Again this suggests a 
densification of the WO2W in-plane lattice leading to an increased refractive index in 
this region. This shift returns to the bulk Raman line in the centre of the filament, and 
is seen to experience higher energy shifts in the upper and lower parts of the filament, 
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indicative of decreased stability of the WO2W bridge in this region [9]. A line scan of 
the 764 cm-1 Raman shift for the two different structures is shown in fig. 6.25 (b). 
This shows the peak’s shift is greater at higher writing pulse energies, suggesting 
increased stress for increased writing powers. An interesting feature, however, is that 
the extent of the shift is similar for both pulse energies. This agrees with the 
observation that, whilst the loss depended on the writing energy, the mode size was 
independent from the writing energy with guiding mode diameters consistently found 
to be around 12 µm (see section 5.4.2.2). 
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Fig. 6.25. (a) Peak shift for various Raman lines in Yb:KYW, where 764 cm-1 clearly shows the 
greatest energy shift. (b) Peak shift of the 764 cm-1 Raman line in Yb:KYW for structures written with 
pulse energies of 392 nJ and 478 nJ. The peak shift is clearly stronger for higher pulse energies, but 
extends the same distance from the filaments regardless of pulse energy. 
 
The width of the Raman mode peak clearly increases in the filament for all Raman 
modes but again is more pronounced for the 764 cm-1 line. This increased line width 
is indicative of increased disorder in the voxel. For both pulse writing energies the 
disorder extends outside the filament and encroaches upon the guiding region. This 
extends slightly further into the side regions for the higher pulse energy, and this 
could be detrimental to the guiding regions, accounting, together with the variations in 
peak shift, for the increased loss in structures written at higher energies. 
 
6.6 Conclusions and Future Outlook 
 
In this chapter the micro-scale modifications to the crystal’s lattice have been 
investigated by micro-luminescence and micro-Raman experiments. In all 
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measurements the intensity of the luminescence or Raman shifts were found to 
decrease in the filament, and the linewidth of the peak also typically increased. These 
observations are indicative of the increased damage and disorder in these regions, 
forming the voxel with a lower density and refractive index compared to the bulk. 
This leads to the filaments forming lower refractive index barriers to the resulting 
waveguides. The increased energy shifts in the 898 cm-1 and 682 cm-1 Raman lines in 
Yb:KGdW have been attributed to a densification of the WO2W bridge, which 
suggests an increased refractive index leading to the observed E||a guiding region. 
Conversely, the reduced energy shifts observed in the 754 cm-1 and 764 cm-1 lines in 
Yb:KYW and Yb:KGdW can also be attributed to a densification in the WO2W 
bridge, which has resulted in an increased refractive index which is responsible for the 
E||b guiding regions. Currently there has been no investigation of the relationship 
between stress and shifts in Raman and luminescence peaks in Yb:tungstates, and so it 
has not been possible to quantify the value of induced stress. This would therefore 
present interesting future work, and could allow the refractive index profiles of these 
waveguides to mapped using micro-spectroscopy. It is envisioned that this technique 
could be used to great effect in characterising channel waveguides formed by ULI. 
The technique could also provide a means for feedback to improve writing techniques 
by ascertaining the conditions required to create the induced stress necessary for 
guiding, whilst limiting the resulting damaged regions which are undoubtedly a high 
source of waveguide loss through scattering. 
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7.1 Thesis Summary 
 
This thesis has reported the development of monolithic waveguide lasers around 1 µm 
based on Yb:tungstate crystals. These crystals were chosen due to their excellent 
spectroscopic properties which include [1]: 
 
- high absorption and emission cross-sections, suitable for short crystal 
lengths 
- strong absorption at 980 nm, making the crystals suitable for diode 
pumping 
- simple two-level electronic structure of the ytterbium ion which reduces 
detrimental processes such as excited state absorption, up-conversion, 
cross relaxation and concentration quenching 
- a small Stokes shift resulting in high laser slope efficiencies 
- broad emission bandwidths suitable for ultrashort pulse generation. 
 
As a precursor to the waveguide theme a novel QD-SESAM was investigated in a 
bulk cavity configuration for its suitability as a mode-locking element in Yb:tungstate 
lasers. It was found to be a highly suitable device, as pulses as short as 114 fs at 0.5 W 
were demonstrated in an Yb:KYW cavity, and a higher average output power of 
1.15 W was observed with 200 fs pulses. The excellent performance was attributed to 
low non-saturable losses of 0.2 % and low saturation fluence of 25 µJcm-2, together 
with very fast relaxation times, surpassing the performance of QW-SESAMs [2]. This 
highlighted the advantages of using QD materials as saturable absorbers and led onto 
the inscription of channel waveguides in a QD-doped glass using ULI [3]. The losses 
at 1.5 µm were determined to be 2.9 dBcm-1, and the absorption in the waveguide 
region was found to be reduced compared to the bulk, indicative of modification to 
the QDs within the written volume. The exact nature of this modification requires 
further investigation. Nevertheless this has been an important first step towards the 
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creation of waveguide saturable absorbers for future integration with channel 
waveguide lasers to form fully integrated ultrafast waveguide-based devices. 
 
A planar waveguide with an active Yb:KYW guiding layer was grown by LPE with 
losses of less than 0.1 dBcm-1. This waveguide was the first demonstration of lasing 
from Yb:KYW in a monolithic cavity configuration [4]. Using surface tension 
provided by fluorinert liquid, a mirror and output coupler were held against the crystal 
end-facets. Using a 4.1 % output coupler a maximum output power of 148 mW was 
observed with 62 % slope efficiency at 1039 nm. A higher output power of 190 mW 
with a 76 % slope efficiency was obtained with a bulk 10% output coupler, held to the 
crystal facet using a mirror mount. These output powers and slope efficiencies are 
comparable with results from more typical z-fold cavity configurations using bulk 
Yb:KYW crystals, but from devices with a much smaller footprint. With 1 % output 
coupling a threshold of 40 mW absorbed pump power was observed. This is the 
lowest threshold reported in an Yb:KYW laser. This result shows the advantages of 
waveguide lasers over their bulk counterparts, offering comparable output powers and 
slope efficiencies but with the additional advantages of compact geometries and 
reduced lasing thresholds. 
 
Replacing the output coupler with an OC-SESAM, Q-switching was demonstrated. 
Pulse durations were as short as 170 ns with up to 33 mW average output powers at 
repetition rates exceeding 700 kHz. The maximum pulse energy was found to be 
44 nJ. The advantage of partially unstable cavities in offering optimal output coupling 
was then demonstrated as the average output power from the same Q-switched laser 
increased to over 90 mW in such a geometry. The repetition rate and pulse duration of 
this laser remained similar to the stable cavity performance, but the increased average 
power led to a pulse energy of 140 nJ. Although unstable cavities are known to be 
able to improve beam quality from a laser, in this case the beam performance along 
the unguided direction remained poor. This was attributed to the low magnification in 
a plane-plane cavity which does not lead to transverse mode discrimination and 
therefore does not produce a good far-field beam pattern. In a monolithic cavity the 
best option for high beam quality is to use a channel waveguide, and this was the next 
topic which was investigated. 
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Channel waveguides were fabricated in Yb:KGdW and Yb:KYW using ULI [5]. This 
was the first example of ULI waveguides fabricated in Yb:KGdW. These channel 
waveguides were also used to build monolithic lasers, where in Yb:KGdW four 
waveguides were found to lase and in Yb:KYW sixteen lasing structures were 
identified. Interestingly, guiding regions were found to be polarisation dependent. In 
Yb:KGdW, E||b gave rise to guiding in left, central and right hand regions where 
optimal guiding was found in structures written with 369 nJ – 389 nJ of pulse energy 
and a 20 µm scan separation. Lasing powers were as high as 11.2 mW at 1036 nm and 
propagation losses were found to be 2.9 dBcm-1. With E||a guiding was observed in 
upper and lower regions, where the optimal structure was written at 408 nJ pulse 
energy and a 20 µm scan separation, which had produced a cracked region between 
the two filaments. The best lasing performance was obtained with this structure, 
where 18.6 mW was achieved with a 9.3% slope efficiency using a 5 % output 
coupler. This waveguide lased at 1023 nm and had losses of ~2 dBcm-1. The M 2 of 
this laser was determined to be 1.5 and 1.2 along the a and b axes respectively. The 
waveguide numerical aperture was used to estimate the refractive index change in the 
waveguides to be 0.8×10-3 in the E||a axis and 1.3×10-3 in the E||b axis. 
 
In Yb:KYW E||a only gave poor guiding results, but E||b gave guiding in left, central 
and right hand regions. Central and left hand regions were consistently found to lase 
in structures written with a 20 µm scan separation and with pulse energies between 
355 nJ and 432 nJ, where pulse energies between 392 nJ and 411 nJ gave optimal 
results. Output powers were low with 8.2 mW being the maximum demonstrated 
using a 5 % output coupler, and the losses were found to be greater than 3.7 dBcm-1. 
The output powers and slope efficiencies were very poor when compared to those 
reported in the LPE planar waveguide. This was due to the large losses of the channel 
waveguides. However, the excellent beam quality shows the advantages channel 
waveguides can offer. By reducing the propagation losses of the channel waveguides 
excellent power, slope efficiency and beam quality should be achievable. In this work 
the writing polarisation, pulse energy and scan separation were varied to optimise the 
waveguide quality. By optimising other writing parameters it is anticipated that losses 
can be reduced even further. 
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Finally micro-spectroscopy measurements were performed on the channel waveguides 
in order to identify some of the structural changes that had resulted in the guiding 
behaviour. Micro-luminescence and micro-Raman maps of both lasing and non-lasing 
structures were taken. It was found that in all structures the intensity of both the 
luminescence and Raman peaks dropped at the written filament, suggesting increased 
damage and disorder in these regions, in agreement with the crystal damage which 
could be observed in end-facet images. This resulted in a lower material density in the 
filaments with reduced refractive index, forming an effective boundary for the 
waveguides. Higher writing pulse energies led to greater drops in intensity in the 
filaments, signifying increased damage, which was expected with greater writing 
energy. The most significant observations were changes to the energy shifts seen in 
several of the Raman lines in guiding regions. In Yb:KGdW the higher energy shift in 
the 898 cm-1 and 682 cm-1 lines were attributed to a densification of the WO2W 
bridge, which increased the refractive index in these regions and explained the 
observed E||a guiding regions. In the 754 cm-1 and 764 cm-1 Raman lines a lower 
energy shift is characteristic of densification of the WO2W bridge in the lattice, which 
again resulted in an increased refractive index in these regions, which supported 
guiding in both Yb:KGdW and Yb:KYW along the crystallographic b axis. This 
technique has therefore been shown to be able to identify not only guiding regions, 
but also the nature of the crystal modification which has resulted in the waveguides. 
 
This thesis has therefore presented a variety of work which has resulted in the 
demonstration of monolithic waveguide lasers in Yb:tungstates, and also a method for 
characterising the fabricated waveguides. Excellent output power and slope 
efficiencies were demonstrated in LPE-grown planar waveguides, and excellent beam 
qualities were demonstrated in channel waveguide fabricated by ULI. QD-SESAMs 
were also characterised to be highly suitable mode-locking elements in Yb:tungstate 
cavities. Future work will of course build on this to combine the excellent 
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7.2 Future Work 
 
It is clear that this work has resulted in many novel and interesting results, but of 
course there is always scope for further experiments and development of the laser 
systems. QD saturable absorbers have been identified as suitable elements for mode 
locking Yb:tungstate lasers, and initial work has been done to fabricate waveguides in 
a QD-doped glass. Currently the non-linear absorption characteristics of the 
waveguides have not been measured, and so this is an obvious extension of this work. 
There are plans to build a pump-probe set-up at Heriot Watt University to allow the 
non-linear characterisation of these waveguides. This would provide information on 
the effect that ULI has had on the QDs, and whether the properties which make QDs 
so interesting have been preserved during this writing process. 
 
LPE has been shown to be an excellent technique for fabricating low-loss planar 
waveguides, which can give CW performance on par with bulk lasers, but with the 
added advantages of low thresholds and compact cavities. By reducing the mode size 
even further lower thresholds could be achieved. This could be accomplished by 
co-doping the LPE layer with other materials such as gadolinium and lutetium to 
increase the refractive index contrast, allowing thinner layers to guide 1 µm light. 
However, to obtain really low thresholds it is not enough to have only one 
dimensional guiding, but a means of creating low loss channel waveguides must be 
found. ULI has been investigated as a method to create channel waveguides, showing 
in particular the advantage of channel waveguides in terms of beam quality. Due to 
the high losses the performance was not comparable to that of bulk and LPE planar 
waveguide lasers, and the thresholds were very high. Therefore further work is needed 
to fabricate higher quality channel waveguides. 
 
This future work will involve further characterisation of fabricated waveguides, so 
that the induced changes can be better understood, allowing more control of the 
modification. Further characterisation would involve investigating the relationship 
between stress in the tungstate lattice and shifts in detected Raman and luminescence 
peaks. This would allow refractive index profiles to be obtained from 
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micro-spectroscopic measurements, and would also provide a means of feedback to 
help improve fabrication. 
 
With regard to fabricating channel waveguides using ULI, the process has been 
optimised in terms of pulse energy, polarisation and writing direction for a given laser 
writing system. However, there are many additional parameters which remain to be 
investigated such as wavefront tilt, writing velocity, focusing optics and writing 
wavelength, and with a thorough investigation of these the losses could be reduced 
even further. Interesting work can also arise from using alternative channel fabrication 
methods. Ideally losses would be as low as those found in the LPE layers. Perhaps one 
way to begin to achieve such performance would be to start with an LPE planar 
waveguide and modify it to create a channel waveguide. This could be achieved by a 
number of methods. One possibility would be to combine LPE and ULI, such that a 
structure is written outside of the LPE layer, limiting the increased loss which is found 
to result from this technique, but creating enough refractive index contrast to induce 
guiding within the LPE layer. Further work is also planned in etching of the crystals 
to create a channel waveguide. This could either involve directly etching part of the 
LPE layer, or alternatively etching an overgrown undoped layer to create an effective 
refractive index change leading to guiding within the LPE layer. Schematics of these 





Fig. 7.1. Schematics of schemes for creating channel waveguides in Yb-doped LPE layers (illustrated 
in green) using (a) ULI in an overgrown layer (b) etching of the doped LPE layer (c) etching of an 
overgrown layer. 
 
Finally this work shows the potential for ultrashort pulse generation from an 
Yb:tungstate channel waveguide laser. The limiting factor thus far has been that it has 
not been possible to simultaneously have excellent output performance in terms of 
power, as was achieved in the LPE planar waveguide laser, together with excellent 
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beam quality and small mode size, as was demonstrated in the ULI channel 
waveguide lasers. Consequently it has not been possible to obtain high enough 
fluences to saturate the available OC-SESAMs, providing the mechanism of ultrashort 
pulse generation. However, it was shown that QD-SESAMs have lower saturation 
fluences than their QW counterparts, and so by integration of QD-SESAMs within 
Yb:tungstate waveguides ultrafast pulses may be achievable. Additionally, as new 
fabrication techniques are investigated the propagation losses of the Yb:tungstate 
channel waveguides are expected to improve, increasing the fluence, enabling device 
saturation. Therefore the goal of ultrafast and high repetition rate Yb:tungstate 
waveguide lasers is now well within sight and the results in this thesis, besides being 
significant in and of themselves, have presented important results in this direction. 
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Appendix A – Tables of Inscribed Waveguides 
 
Ultrafast laser inscription was used to create 168 structures in Yb:KGdW and 176 
structures in Yb:KYW. Only results from a selection of the most interesting 
waveguides are presented in Chapter 5. Here, a full list of all the structures and their 
writing conditions is presented. 
 
Yb:KGdW Writing Conditions 
 
All structures were written with a 1064 nm Yb:fibre laser producing pulses with a 
1.3 ps duration at a 500 kHz repetition rate. Samples were translated transversally 
along the crystallographic c axis at 6 mms-1. A Mitutoyo M-PLAN-APO-NIR ×20 
objective was used for focussing, which had a numerical aperture of 0.4. The 
structures were written 430 µm below the crystal’s surface. Each structure consisted 
of two written tracks separated by a distance which is given in the following table. 
The pulse energy, polarisation and writing direction were also varied, and details of 
the various writing conditions used are shown below. 
 
Pulse Energy (nJ) Scan Separation (µm) Polarisation Writing Direction (positive or negative) 
558 10 E||c - 
558 10 E||c + 
558 15 E||c - 
558 15 E||c + 
558 20 E||c - 
558 20 E||c + 
558 25 E||c - 
558 25 E||c + 
503 10 E||c - 
503 10 E||c + 
503 15 E||c - 
503 15 E||c + 
503 20 E||c - 
503 20 E||c + 
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Pulse Energy (nJ) Scan Separation (µm) Polarisation Writing Direction (positive or negative) 
503 25 E||c - 
503 25 E||c + 
452 10 E||c - 
452 10 E||c + 
452 15 E||c - 
452 15 E||c + 
452 20 E||c - 
452 20 E||c + 
452 25 E||c - 
452 25 E||c + 
407 10 E||c - 
407 10 E||c + 
407 15 E||c - 
407 15 E||c + 
407 20 E||c - 
407 20 E||c + 
407 25 E||c - 
407 25 E||c + 
366 10 E||c - 
366 10 E||c + 
366 15 E||c - 
366 15 E||c + 
366 20 E||c - 
366 20 E||c + 
366 25 E||c - 
366 25 E||c + 
330 10 E||c - 
330 10 E||c + 
330 15 E||c - 
330 15 E||c + 
330 20 E||c - 
330 20 E||c + 
330 25 E||c - 
330 25 E||c + 
296 10 E||c - 
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Pulse Energy (nJ) Scan Separation (µm) Polarisation Writing Direction (positive or negative) 
296 10 E||c + 
296 15 E||c - 
296 15 E||c + 
296 20 E||c - 
296 20 E||c + 
296 25 E||c - 
296 25 E||c + 
267 10 E||c - 
267 10 E||c + 
267 15 E||c - 
267 15 E||c + 
267 20 E||c - 
267 20 E||c + 
267 25 E||c - 
267 25 E||c + 
558 10 Circular - 
558 10 Circular + 
558 15 Circular - 
558 15 Circular + 
558 20 Circular - 
558 20 Circular + 
558 25 Circular - 
558 25 Circular + 
503 10 Circular - 
503 10 Circular + 
503 15 Circular - 
503 15 Circular + 
503 20 Circular - 
503 20 Circular + 
503 25 Circular - 
503 25 Circular + 
503 20 Circular - 
503 20 Circular + 
503 25 Circular - 
503 25 Circular + 
503 30 Circular - 
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Pulse Energy (nJ) Scan Separation (µm) Polarisation Writing Direction (positive or negative) 
503 30 Circular + 
503 35 Circular - 
503 35 Circular + 
478 20 Circular - 
478 20 Circular + 
478 25 Circular - 
478 25 Circular + 
478 30 Circular - 
478 30 Circular + 
478 35 Circular - 
478 35 Circular + 
453 20 Circular - 
453 20 Circular + 
453 25 Circular - 
453 25 Circular + 
453 30 Circular - 
453 30 Circular + 
453 35 Circular - 
453 35 Circular + 
431 20 Circular - 
431 20 Circular + 
431 25 Circular - 
431 25 Circular + 
431 30 Circular - 
431 30 Circular + 
431 35 Circular - 
431 35 Circular + 
408 20 Circular - 
408 20 Circular + 
408 25 Circular - 
408 25 Circular + 
408 30 Circular - 
408 30 Circular + 
408 35 Circular - 
408 35 Circular + 
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Pulse Energy (nJ) Scan Separation (µm) Polarisation Writing Direction (positive or negative) 
389 20 Circular - 
389 20 Circular + 
389 25 Circular - 
389 25 Circular + 
389 30 Circular - 
389 30 Circular + 
389 35 Circular - 
389 35 Circular + 
369 20 Circular - 
369 20 Circular + 
369 25 Circular - 
369 25 Circular + 
369 30 Circular - 
369 30 Circular + 
369 35 Circular - 
369 35 Circular + 
350 20 Circular - 
350 20 Circular + 
350 25 Circular - 
350 25 Circular + 
350 30 Circular - 
350 30 Circular + 
350 35 Circular - 
350 35 Circular + 
334 20 Circular - 
334 20 Circular + 
334 25 Circular - 
334 25 Circular + 
334 30 Circular - 
334 30 Circular + 
334 35 Circular - 
334 35 Circular + 
316 20 Circular - 
316 20 Circular + 
316 25 Circular - 
316 25 Circular + 
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Pulse Energy (nJ) Scan Separation (µm) Polarisation Writing Direction (positive or negative) 
316 30 Circular - 
316 30 Circular + 
316 35 Circular - 
316 35 Circular + 
301 20 Circular - 
301 20 Circular + 
301 25 Circular - 
301 25 Circular + 
301 30 Circular - 
301 30 Circular + 
301 35 Circular - 
301 35 Circular + 
 
Table A.1. Writing conditions used to create channel waveguide in Yb:KGdW. 
 
Yb:KYW Writing Conditions 
 
All structures were written with a 1064 nm Yb:fibre laser producing pulses with a 
1.3 ps duration at a 500 kHz repetition rate. Samples were translated transversally 
along the crystallographic c axis at 6 mms-1. A Mitutoyo M-PLAN-APO-NIR ×20 
objective was used for focussing, which had a numerical aperture of 0.4. The 
structures were written using circular polarisation. Each structure consisted of two 
written tracks separated by a distance which is given in the following table. The pulse 
energy, polarisation and writing direction were also varied, and details of the various 
writing conditions used are shown below. 
 






(positive or negative) 
578 20 360 - 
578 20 360 + 
578 25 360 - 
578 25 360 + 
578 30 360 - 
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(positive or negative) 
578 30 360 + 
578 35 360 - 
578 35 360 + 
551 20 360 - 
551 20 360 + 
551 25 360 - 
551 25 360 + 
551 30 360 - 
551 30 360 + 
551 35 360 - 
551 35 360 + 
524 20 360 - 
524 20 360 + 
524 25 360 - 
524 25 360 + 
524 30 360 - 
524 30 360 + 
524 35 360 - 
524 35 360 + 
499 20 360 - 
499 20 360 + 
499 25 360 - 
499 25 360 + 
499 30 360 - 
499 30 360 + 
499 35 360 - 
499 35 360 + 
476 20 360 - 
476 20 360 + 
476 25 360 - 
476 25 360 + 
476 30 360 - 
476 30 360 + 
476 35 360 - 
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(positive or negative) 
476 35 360 + 
453 20 360 - 
453 20 360 + 
453 25 360 - 
453 25 360 + 
453 30 360 - 
453 30 360 + 
453 35 360 - 
453 35 360 + 
432 20 360 - 
432 20 360 + 
432 25 360 - 
432 25 360 + 
432 30 360 - 
432 30 360 + 
432 35 360 - 
432 35 360 + 
411 20 360 - 
411 20 360 + 
411 25 360 - 
411 25 360 + 
411 30 360 - 
411 30 360 + 
411 35 360 - 
411 35 360 + 
392 20 360 - 
392 20 360 + 
392 25 360 - 
392 25 360 + 
392 30 360 - 
392 30 360 + 
392 35 360 - 
392 35 360 + 
373 20 360 - 
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(positive or negative) 
373 20 360 + 
373 25 360 - 
373 25 360 + 
373 30 360 - 
373 30 360 + 
373 35 360 - 
373 35 360 + 
355 20 360 - 
355 20 360 + 
355 25 360 - 
355 25 360 + 
355 30 360 - 
355 30 360 + 
355 35 360 - 
355 35 360 + 
339 20 370 - 
339 20 370 + 
339 25 370 - 
339 25 370 + 
339 30 370 - 
339 30 370 + 
339 35 370 - 
339 35 370 + 
392 20 370 - 
392 20 370 + 
392 25 370 - 
392 25 370 + 
392 30 370 - 
392 30 370 + 
392 35 370 - 
392 35 370 + 
373 20 370 - 
373 20 370 + 
373 25 370 - 
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(positive or negative) 
373 25 370 + 
373 30 370 - 
373 30 370 + 
373 35 370 - 
373 35 370 + 
355 20 370 - 
355 20 370 + 
355 25 370 - 
355 25 370 + 
355 30 370 - 
355 30 370 + 
355 35 370 - 
355 35 370 + 
337 20 370 - 
337 20 370 + 
337 25 370 - 
337 25 370 + 
337 30 370 - 
337 30 370 + 
337 35 370 - 
337 35 370 + 
322 20 370 - 
322 20 370 + 
322 25 370 - 
322 25 370 + 
322 30 370 - 
322 30 370 + 
322 35 370 - 
322 35 370 + 
307 20 370 - 
307 20 370 + 
307 25 370 - 
307 25 370 + 
307 30 370 - 
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(positive or negative) 
307 30 370 + 
307 35 370 - 
307 35 370 + 
291 20 370 - 
291 20 370 + 
291 25 370 - 
291 25 370 + 
291 30 370 - 
291 30 370 + 
291 35 370 - 
291 35 370 + 
278 20 370 - 
278 20 370 + 
278 25 370 - 
278 25 370 + 
278 30 370 - 
278 30 370 + 
278 35 370 - 
278 35 370 + 
264 20 370 - 
264 20 370 + 
264 25 370 - 
264 25 370 + 
264 30 370 - 
264 30 370 + 
264 35 370 - 
264 35 370 + 
253 20 370 - 
253 20 370 + 
253 25 370 - 
253 25 370 + 
253 30 370 - 
253 30 370 + 
253 35 370 - 
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(positive or negative) 
253 35 370 + 
 
Table A.2. Writing conditions used to create channel waveguide in Yb:KYW. 
 
These two tables provide a complete list of all structures investigated in the work 
which led to the results which are presented in Chapter 5. 
